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Abstract 

 

The detection of changes in signal intensity, namely contrast, happens across senses. 

Visual systems extract contrast information at very early stages. The first cells to “sense” 

light, the photoreceptors, carry contrast information which is processed by their downstream 

neuronal circuitry. Visual systems have evolved to ensure robust ON and OFF detection in 

distinct ON- and OFF-selective or pathways. Downstream of a common photoreceptor 

input, the molecular mechanism to implement the split in ON and OFF pathways has been 

described in the vertebrate retina and involves a signal inversion in the ON pathway through 

inhibitory glutamatergic synapses at individual synaptic connection (Masu et al., 1995). In 

the first study of this thesis, using cell-type specific manipulations and pharmacogenetics, I 

demonstrate that the extraction of ON selectivity in Drosophila is rather a distributed and 

multisynaptic computation involving glutamatergic and GABAergic inhibitions. This raises 

the possibility that using more specific manipulation in other systems, including the 

vertebrate retina, might reveal a similar distributed coding strategy.  

Contrast extraction by early visual processing serves as basis for later computations and 

eventually to guide motor behavior. In a dynamically changing world, rapid changes in 

illumination challenges proper contrast extraction in early stages when photoreceptors 

cannot adapt fast enough. Corrections downstream of photoreceptors are necessary to 

detect the same contrast equally well across distinct illuminations, namely in a luminance-

invariant manner. In the second study, this thesis explores the correction mechanism behind 

ON and OFF luminance-invariant behaviors in Drosophila. In both ON and OFF pathways, 

luminance-sensitive signals scale contrast signals to achieve luminance-invariant 

behaviors. For that, distinct lamina first-order interneurons diversify and asymmetrically 

distribute luminance and contrast signal across pathways. This second study changes the 

current understanding of the role of these three first-order interneurons, previously thought 

to be specific inputs for either the ON or the OFF pathway.  

In the first study and second study we show that contrast extraction is supported by parallel 

inputs, involving different inhibitory connections and distinct lamina input neurons, 

respectively. In the third study of this thesis, I show that a parallel input architecture leads 

to robust contrast extraction. Individual input pathways can be sufficient but not necessarily 

required to implement ON selectivity. These findings align with the idea of neuronal circuits 

being degenerate, in which structurally different elements can implement the same function, 

leading to robustness. Since comparative connectomics reveals parallel connectivity as a 

common trait across animals and sensory systems (Barsotti et al., 2021), a distributed 

feature extraction might be a general strategy present in other systems too to achieve 

functional robustness. 
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1. General introduction 

 

Nervous systems of animals have evolved to detect the stimuli in their environment that are 

critical for their survival. For that, different sensory systems process several types of stimuli, 

e.g., light, odors, or air vibrations. Since these stimuli vary across time and space, various 

mechanisms must be in place to capture and process distinct features, e.g., absolute 

intensity or intensity change. At early stages, each sensory system has a specialized 

receptor cell that transduces the energy of the stimuli into electrochemical signals. The 

receptor cell is part of a neuronal circuit and pass the signals to downstream neurons which 

transform them in different ways. The activity -or responses- of several neurons starts to 

correlate with distinct stimulus features, which has led to the categorization of neurons in 

groups or pathways that detect specific features. Different mathematical algorithms or 

solutions have been suggested to explain feature detection in each pathway. For example, 

the detection of contrast increments (ON) or decrements (OFF) is split in two distinct 

pathways, where neurons depolarize either to ON or to OFF. Since all neurons receive the 

same input signal, a signal inversion, being the algorithm or solution, must happen in one 

of the pathways. Across sensory systems described so far, this signal inversion happens in 

the ON pathway (Chalasani et al., 2007; Masu et al., 1995). The biological mechanisms that 

underlie this algorithm, and if these mechanisms are similar across systems, is still being 

studied. This thesis will explore the molecular and cellular mechanisms for ON contrast 

detection in the Drosophila visual system, comparing them with those described in other 

well-known system: the vertebrate retina. 

 

Since sensory computations are ultimately used to guide the animal’s behavior, sensory 

systems must properly work when the world is dynamically changing. For example, the 

visual system allows humans to detect, and later perceive, contrast in a luminance-invariant 

manner, meaning independent of the background illumination (Burkhardt et al., 1984). Other 

animals must do that too, and neuronal correlates have been found in the cat visual system 

(Mante et al., 2005). However, how luminance-invariant behaviors are implemented by 

neuronal circuits is not fully understood. A recent study in Drosophila shows that visually 

guided OFF behavior is nearly luminance-invariant and describes a mechanism in which a 

luminance-sensitive neuron scales the contrast response when background luminance 

quickly changes. This mechanism ensures appropriate behavioral responses to contrast 

when background luminance is quickly changing (Ketkar et al., 2020). However, if this 

mechanism is also in place for invariant behavioral responses to ON contrasts it not known, 

and it cannot be assumed to use the same mechanism since the ON and OFF pathways 
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have developed several anatomical and physiological asymmetries (Behnia et al., 2014; 

Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Jin et al., 2011; Leonhardt et al., 2016; Ratliff et al., 2010). 

This thesis will explore the neuronal mechanisms implementing luminance-invariant 

behavior in the Drosophila ON pathway. 

 

Lastly, sensory systems are known to be robust in encoding distinct features to properly 

guide animal’s behavior. With robustness, I refer to the ability of generating the same output 

despite of challenging conditions. What type of brain architecture could implement this? 

Neuronal wiring similarities across animals and systems reveal parallel connectivity 

between neurons as one ubiquitous trait. It has been proposed that common traits reveal a 

common optimal architecture for brain function (Barsotti et al., 2021). However, if parallel 

connectivity is indeed a predictor of function has not been explored. Since the Drosophila 

ON pathway has highly interconnected neurons receiving structurally different parallel 

inputs (Molina-Obando et al., 2019; Takemura et al., 2013), it is a system where to analyze 

information flow and test functional predictions. This thesis will investigate how neuronal 

responses to ON can be robustly implemented by parallel inputs. 

 

In the following sections, I first review contrast detection in the vertebrate retina and the 

insect optic lobe, revealing similarities and differences in anatomy and physiology that lead 

to a remarkably similar implementation of contrast detection. Second, I review how contrast 

perception/behavior is stable despite sudden changes of illumination challenging early 

visual processing. Third, I review the state of the art of EM reconstructions and 

connectomes which allow to formulate theories about how the architecture of the brain 

achieves robustness. Finally, I state the aims of my thesis. 

 

1.1 Contrast detection in early visual processing 

 

The understanding of how any feature, e.g., contrast, is detected has changed over the past 

decades. Every technological and scientific advance, revealing new details about the 

anatomy and the function of the brain, has allowed conceptualists to create new theories 

about how the brain process information. For example, the Golgi staining, that allows a 

random stain and visualization of single cells, was used by Ramón y Cajal and others to 

reveal the morphological diversity of neurons, as well as to trace neural circuits in many 

brain regions and across animals (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Ramón y Cajal et al., 1915). 

The common observations in early experiments led to the formulation of the Neuron 

Doctrine, which says that the neuron is the anatomical and physiological unit of the nervous 
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system (Jones, 1994). The invention of the microelectrode, that allows the recording of 

single neuron electrical activity, led to the observation that some neuronal responses 

correlate with distinct features of the stimulation, and so the idea of single cells as single 

feature detectors was born (Martin, 1994). Looking at stimulus-response correlations of 

connected neurons, each located at a different level from the sensory periphery to the 

central brain, scientist observed that higher-order cells correlated with more complex and 

abstract stimulus features. For example, the responses of peripheral photoreceptors 

correlated with light offset, but a couple of connections later in the retina, ganglion cells 

responses correlated with the movement of objects (Masland, 2012). The idea of feature 

detection as a progressive and hierarchical process has been coined, and it is described to 

happen in neuronal pathways. 

 

In the field of sensory systems, the term “pathway” normally refers to a group of 

interconnected neurons detecting a specific feature, although it can sometimes also refer 

to neurons downstream of or upstream of an neuron to highlight (Bloomfield and Dacheux, 

2001; Gollisch and Meister, 2010; Livingstone and Hubel, 1988). In this thesis I use the first 

definition if not specified otherwise. How distinct stimulus features are encoded separately 

in different pathways is one relevant question in neuroscience. The split into ON and OFF 

pathways, for the detection of stimulus increments (ON) and decrements (OFF) is one of 

the most prominent examples across sensory systems, for example, in electrolocation, 

temperature detection, hearing, olfaction, and vision (Gallio et al., 2011; Metzner and Viete, 

1996; Scholl et al., 2010; Tichy and Hellwig, 2018; Werblin and Dowling, 1969). Importantly, 

the split in ON and OFF pathways is described as energetically advantageous for neural 

processing (Gjorgjieva et al., 2014; Sterling and Freed, 2007). 

 

For all sensory system studied to date, the ON and OFF pathways arise downstream of a 

common input. The input, regardless of connecting to an ON or OFF contrast selective 

neuron, exerts the same action, and, therefore, a specific mechanism in the contrast 

selective neurons must implement the split. The mechanism usually implies a signal 

inversion in one of the pathways involving an inhibition between the input and the 

downstream neurons. Known mechanisms in olfaction and vision have described the signal 

inversion in the ON pathway by using inhibitory glutamate receptors (Chalasani et al., 2007; 

Masu et al., 1995). In this section, I review how ON contrast is detected in early visual 

processing. I focus on two distinct visual systems where this computation has been 

described: the vertebrate retina and the Drosophila optic lobe, before drawing some 

similarities and differences in mechanisms between the two visual systems that lead to 

remarkably common implementations. 
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1.1.1 Contrast detection in the vertebrate retina 

In this section, I will mostly focus on studies in the mouse retina due to the precise 

classification of the different ON and OFF contrast selective cells (Euler et al., 2014; 

Shekhar et al., 2016), although some evidence comes from other vertebrates such as the 

mudpuppy, carp or the tiger salamander. 

 

Anatomy 

The vertebrate retina comprises 10 different anatomical layers and a columnar structure 

where different neurons make synaptic contacts (Masland, 2012). Visual information goes 

from outer layer to inner layers, along which different neuronal types have been described. 

Briefly, retinal photoreceptors, the first neurons that process light, project their terminals into 

the outer plexiform layer (OPL) where they make synaptic contact with bipolar cell (BCs). 

BCs project from the OPL to the inner plexiform layer (IPL) to contact retina ganglion cells 

(RGCs), which then take the visual information out of the retina towards central brain areas 

(Figure 1Ai). In both the OPL and IPL, horizontal (HCs) and amacrine cells (ACs), 

respectively, connect the neurons laterally (Figure 1Aii).  

 

Neighboring photoreceptors sample neighboring points in the visual space and pass the 

information to downstream neighboring neurons. This keeps the mapping of the visual input 

at all levels, a phenomenon defined as retinotopy. There are two types of photoreceptors: 

cones and the rods. Cone and rod pathways are highly interconnected (Rogerson et al., 

2017) and make most contacts with downstream contrast-selective BCs in the OPL (Euler 

et al., 2014; Kato and Negishi, 1979) which exist in at least 14 different types (Euler et al., 

2014). BCs types then project to the same or different IPL sublayers, with the OFF subgroup 

(see physiology) projecting to sublayers 1-2 and the ON subgroup to sublayers 3-5 (Figure 

1Ai).  
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Figure 1: The vertebrate retina.  (A) Layer organization and main neuronal types in the vertebrate retina. i. 

Neurons belonging to a feedforward signal pathways, from photoreceptors’ input to retinal ganglion cells 

(RGCs) outpus. Highlighted are the ON- (blue) and OFF- (green) pathway bioplar cells (BCs)  ii.  Highlighted 

(orange) the horizontal (HCs) and amacrine (ACs) cells for lateral connections in the retina. (B) Physiological 

responses from photoreceptos and ON- and OFF-BCs showing the signal inversion in the ON-BCs. The black 

dote shows a light onset. Modified from (Miller and Slaughter, 1986). (C) Molecular mechanisms showing the 

different glutamate receptor classes in the ON and OFF pathways. 

 

Physiology 

When photons hit the photoreceptors in the retina, the photopigment rhodopsin, a 

transmembrane protein with a light-absorbing chromophore, absorbs their energy and 

changes its configuration, leading to a chemical cascade that ends up hyperpolarizing the 

cell (Fu and Yau, 2007). The cascade includes the activation of multiple protein complexes 

by one rhodopsin, leading to signal amplification. When the number of photons decreases, 

the process reverses and photoreceptors depolarize to OFF, leading to dark current (Hagins 

et al., 1970) and photoreceptors’ graded potentials. Although the number of subtypes of 

cones and abundance vary across species (Hart, 2001; Peichl, 2005), all of them present 

similar characteristics having a faster response time course to a flash and less light 

sensitivity than rods. Importantly, different cones have different spectral sensitivity, playing 

an important role in daylight and color vision. Rods, on the other hand, have a slower 
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response time course and possess high light sensitivity, therefore playing a role for scotopic 

vision (Kawamura and Tachibanaki, 2008).   

 

Downstream of photoreceptors, ON-BCs depolarize to ON due to a signal inversion 

introduced by metabotropic inhibitory glutamate receptors (mGluRs), whereas OFF-BCs 

keep the OFF polarity thanks to a sign-conserving glutamatergic excitatory synapse (Euler 

et al., 1996) (Figure 1B-C). The signal transduction in ON-BPs has been studied in detail 

(Martemyanov and Sampath, 2017). In brief, photoreceptor release glutamate onto ON-BPs 

dendrites, where inhibitory glutamate receptors mGluR6 are expressed. The activation of 

these metabotropic receptors generates a G-protein signaling cascade that leads to the 

closing of transient receptor potential (TRP) M1 channels and hyperpolarizes the cell. In 

response to light, TRPM1 channels opened by a protein complex called GAP and ON-BPs 

depolarize. The expression pattern of mGluR6 or the G-protein machinery exclusively 

localizes in the OPL (Masu et al., 1995; Vardi, 1998) where all type of BCs project their 

dendrites to contact photoreceptors. 

 

All this research led to the idea that the signal inversion in the ON pathway is implemented 

by the glutamatergic inhibitory synapse between photoreceptors and ON-BCs. However, it 

is important to consider that all these studies used non-conditional knock out mice in which 

the gene disruption of mGluR6 (Masu et al., 1995) or TRPM1 (Koike et al., 2010; Morgans 

et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2009) affected all types of ON-BCs simultaneously. There are at 

least 8 types of ON-BPs downstream of photoreceptors (Euler et al., 2014; Shekhar et al., 

2016; Tsukamoto and Omi, 2017). Although all of them depolarize to ON, they have different 

response dynamics (Ichinose et al., 2014). Moreover, ON-BCs are highly interconnected 

through lateral interneurons and functionally influence each other leading to an increase in 

functional diversity (Euler et al., 2014; Franke et al., 2017; Rogerson et al., 2017). For 

example, glycinergic inhibitory ACs modulate BC output in an indirect way by inhibiting 

GABAergic ACs (Franke et al., 2017), or ON rod bipolar cells (RBCs) feed sign-conserving 

signals to ON cone bipolar cell (CBC) via amacrine cells (Bloomfield and Dacheux, 2001).  

 

 

1.1.2 Contrast detection in the Drosophila optic lobe 

In this section, I mostly describe the state-of-the-art knowledge about contrast selectivity in 

the Drosophila optic lobe. Some basic notion about anatomy and physiology of 

photoreceptor and first-order lamina interneurons come from other insects as well, such as 

the blowfly.  
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Anatomy 

The fly visual system resides in the two optic lobes at both sides of the brain, two relatively 

big regions containing half of the total number of neurons in the fly brain (Strausfeld, 1976). 

The first neuronal layer is called the retina, which has a columnar organization in which its 

~800 facets cover together 180˚of visual angle. Downstream of the retina and following the 

information flow from the periphery to the central brain, different neuropiles are present: the 

lamina, the medulla, the lobula and the lobula plate (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989). Briefly, 

photoreceptors (R1-6) housed in the retina project their axons terminals to contact lamina 

neurons, which then project to the medulla (Figure 2Ai). Medulla neurons either stay intrinsic 

or project their axons to the lobula plate and/or the lobula, where they contact direction 

selective (DS) cells (Figure 2Aii). Additionally, the medulla also has neurons expanding 

horizontally across different medulla columns and present at different medulla layers (Nern 

et al., 2015) (Figure 2Aiii). DS cells then project to the lobula plate, where they contact 

lobula plate tangential cells (LPTCs), neurons that finally project out of the optic lobe (Figure 

2Aiii).  

 

The different columns in the retina are called facets or ommatidia. Each ommatidium 

contains eight photoreceptor cells which are categorized in two different groups based on 

their relative location: the inner and the outer photoreceptors (Kirschfeld, 1967). These two 

categories differ in the expression of specific opsins for light detection. R1 to R6 

photoreceptor form the outer group and express the opsin Rh1, whereas R7 and R8 form 

the inner group. R7 stochastically expresses either the UV-sensitive opsins Rh3 or Rh4, 

and R8 expresses either the blue-absorbing Rh5 or the green-absorbing Rh6 (Franceschini 

et al., 1981). The inner group form part of the color vision pathway (Schnaitmann et al., 

2018). The non-color photoreceptors, R1 to R6, project their axon terminals to the next 

neuropile, the lamina, whereas R7 and R8 photoreceptors skip the lamina and project 

directly to the medulla. (Figure 2Ai).  

 

The columnar organization of the lamina is composed of cartridges, columns containing at 

least 12 types of lamina neurons (Tuthill et al., 2013). Six different R1-6 photoreceptors 

from six different neighboring ommatidia, sampling the same point in space, project to one 

common lamina cartridge, establishing the retinotopic map, and at the same time, 

increasing the number of photons detected per visual angle without compromising visual 

acuity, a phenomenon called neuronal superposition (Agi et al., 2014; Nilsson, 1983). From 

the 12 different lamina neuron types, intracolumnar lamina neurons L1 to L3 have been 

studied in detailed. They receive direct input from R1-6 and are considered first-order 

interneurons (Silies et al., 2014). L neurons project to the same or distinct medulla layers, 
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where they make synaptic contact with contrast-selective second-order interneurons (Silies 

et al., 2014). The termination of L neurons in different medulla layers suggests a split of the 

primary visual information into different parallel processing pathways. 

 

 

Figure 2: The Drosophila optic lobe. (A) Layered organization and main neuronal types in the fly optic lobe. 

i. Photoreceptors and lamina neurons with projections in the lamina (L) and medulla (M). Highlighted are the 

ON- (blue) and OFF- (green) pathway inputs  ii.  Medulla neurons belonging either to the ON (blue) or to the 

OFF (green) pathways. iii.  Highlighted in orange an neuron example for the distal medulla (Dm) and proximal 

medulla (Pm). In blue and green  are the direction-selective (DS) cells of the ON and OFF pathway, 

respectively. (B) Physiological responses from photoreceptos and ON- and OFF- medulla neurons showing 

the signal inversion in the ON pathway. The black dote shows a light onset. Modified from (Yang et al., 2016). 

(C) Molecular mechanisms showing the different hypothesized glutamate receptor classes in the ON and OFF 

ptahways. Shown are metabotropic glutamate recepertors (mGluRs), glutamate-gated chloride channels 

(GluCls), and nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs). 

 

Neighboring medulla column receive projections from neighboring lamina cartridges, 

maintaining retinotopy. The medulla, a neuropile bigger than the lamina, is patterned in 

different layers labelled from distal to proximal as M1 to M10 and hosts more than 60 

different types of neurons (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Morante and Desplan, 2008; Nern 

et al., 2015). Some medulla neurons have been described in detail (Figure 2Aii). This is the 
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case for intracolumnar neurons downstream of lamina (L) neurons, which have been 

described in the context of motion detection and have been assigned to either the ON- or 

the OFF-motion pathways (Borst and Helmstaedter, 2015; Silies et al., 2014; Yang and 

Clandinin, 2018). Thus, this classification does not necessarily match their either ON or OFF 

contrast selectivity but is rather based on connections to either ON- or OFF-DS neurons 

(Shinomiya et al., 2019; Takemura et al., 2013). For example, ON-pathway neurons Mi1, 

Tm3, Mi4, and C3 depolarize to ON (Arenz et al., 2017; Behnia et al., 2014; Molina-Obando 

et al., 2019; Strother et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2016)(Miriam Henning personal 

communication), whereas Mi9 depolarizes to OFF (Arenz et al., 2017; Strother et al., 2017). 

In the OFF-pathway, all neurons, including Tm1, Tm2, Tm4 and Tm9 depolarized to OFF 

(Fisher et al., 2015; Ramos-Traslosheros and Silies, 2021; Serbe et al., 2016). ON and OFF 

medulla neurons then contact T4 ON-DS cells in medulla layers 9-10, and T5 OFF-DS cells 

in the first layer of the lobula, respectively. Lobula plate T4 and T5 DS cells project their 

axons terminals to four distinct anatomical layers housing four anatomically defined 

subtypes of T4 and T5 cells (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Maisak et al., 2013; Takemura 

et al., 2017), although a recent study, has identified a total of six functional subtypes (see 

physiology) (Henning et al., 2021). DS cell then connect to large lobula plate tangential cells 

(LPTCs) (Boergens et al., 2018; Schnell et al., 2010; Scott et al., 2002; Wei et al., 2020) 

which can be considered the main outputs neurons of the optic lobe projecting to central 

brain areas.  

 

Physiology 

Visual transduction in Drosophila starts at the level of photoreceptors, but fundamentally 

differs from phototransduction in vertebrate photoreceptors. Briefly, when a photon hits a 

chromophore-protein complex, known as rhodopsin, its chromophore changes its 

configuration from 11-cis to all-trans retinal which leads to the activated metarhodopsin 

state. Metarhodopsin is thermostable and can directly re-isomerize back to rhodopsin by 

absorption of longer wavelength light (e.g., red), which is constantly scattered by eyes 

pigments. In the activated state, metarhodopsin triggers a secondary chemical cascade 

leading to a graded depolarization. This chemical cascade amplifies the signal since one 

metarhodopsin can activate several G-proteins which then activate the phospholipase C 

(PLC) leading to the opening of calcium TRP channels (Hardie and Raghu, 2001). Fly 

photoreceptors increase their activity with light and release the neurotransmitter histamine 

onto first-order lamina interneurons (Hardie, 1989).  

 

L1, L2 and L3 neurons express Ora transientless (Ort) receptors, a type of the histamine-

gate chloride channels which leads to neuronal hyperpolarization at light onset (Davis et al., 
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2020; Gengs et al., 2002). When there is no histamine release, L neurons depolarize, thus, 

having OFF polarity. Moreover, L neurons amplify the signal from photoreceptors (Laughlin, 

1989) and L1-2 respond linearly to changes in light (Clark et al., 2011) whereas L3 rectifies 

and has higher responses to OFF (Silies et al., 2013). Among these three types, L1 has 

been described as the major input to the ON pathway, whereas L2 and L3 feed into the 

OFF pathway (Clark et al., 2011; Joesch et al., 2010; Rister et al., 2007; Silies et al., 2013). 

A recent study in the Drosophila OFF pathway further showed that L2 carries contrast 

information and L3 luminance information from photoreceptors to the downstream circuit 

(Ketkar et al., 2020). The different sensitivity to distinct features can be also inferred from 

their response dynamics: L2 responses to an OFF-light step show a strong transient 

component whereas L3 responses are sustained and correlate with the step luminance. L1, 

on the other hand, has been described as an ON-pathway sibling of L2 due to their similar 

physiology and transcriptome (Clark et al., 2011; Tan et al., 2015). Voltage and calcium 

signals of downstream medulla neurons show that they either depolarized to ON or OFF 

(Behnia et al., 2014; Serbe et al., 2016; Strother et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2016), indicating 

that ON-responding neurons downstream of L1 need to implement a signal inversion, 

whereas OFF responding neurons conserve the sign of their inputs (Figure 2B). Since L1 

is a glutamatergic neuron (Davis et al., 2020; Takemura et al., 2011), glutamatergic 

inhibition must do the job (Figure 2C). 

 

The glutamatergic identity of L1 led to the expectation that inhibitory glutamate receptors 

are expressed in ON selective neurons to implement the signal inversion. Metabotropic 

glutamate receptors (mGluRs), like in the vertebrate retina, also exist in the fly, and have 

the potential to exert inhibition (Davis et al., 2020; Parmentier et al., 1996). However, 

inhibitory glutamate-gated chloride channels (GluCla) have been reported in the Drosophila 

olfactory system, where their inhibitory role has been tested (Liu and Wilson, 2013). Both 

receptor types are candidates for the molecular implementation of ON selectivity in the 

visual system (Figure 2C). GluClα, the only known gene coding for GluCls receptors, is 

consistently expressed very high in all ON-pathway medulla neurons, whereas mGluR has 

relatively high expression only in Mi1 (Davis et al., 2020). This makes GluClα a better 

candidate but does not discard mGluR functional implications. For almost all ON-

depolarizing medulla neurons, L1 is the main presynaptic partner (Takemura et al., 2013), 

and therefore, it is reasonable to think that the signal inversion is implemented in the L1-

medulla neuron glutamatergic synapse. The exception is Mi4, which receives its main input 

from L5 and has not direct connections with L1 (Takemura et al., 2013).  Although L5 has 

not been functionally characterized, it is expected to depolarize to ON and excite Mi4 

through a cholinergic synapse (Davis et al., 2020). This is plausible since L5 does not 
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receive direct photoreceptor inputs and receives its main inputs from L1 (Takemura et al., 

2013), making L5 another neuron where a signal inversion postsynaptic to L1 could take 

place.  

 

The medulla connectome has also revealed a pervasive interconnectivity among medulla 

neurons, showing that every neuron is directly or indirectly connected with the rest 

(Takemura et al., 2013). For example, ON-pathway neurons that do have direct synaptic 

connections with L1, also have other direct inputs that might play an important role in their 

ON response. This is the case for Mi1 which receives direct inputs from Mi9, a glutamatergic 

neuron (Davis et al., 2020) that depolarizes to OFF (Strother et al., 2017), and therefore, 

can also introduce a signal inversion in Mi1. Along similar lines, there are intercolumnar 

glutamatergic neurons that connect OFF depolarizing neurons with other neurons in the ON 

pathway (Davis et al., 2020; Takemura et al., 2013). Altogether, the connectivity in the 

medulla suggests that ON selectivity can be implemented by multiple inputs rather than just 

a direct one downstream of L1. 

 

 

1.1.3 Similarities and differences in the visual processing of 
contrast between the vertebrate retina and the Drosophila 
optic lobe 

In this section I expose and stress the similarities and differences in anatomy and molecular 

mechanisms between the vertebrate retina and the Drosophila optic lobe, that lead to 

remarkably similar algorithms to achieve contrast selectivity during visual processing 

(Figure 3).  

 

An extra processing layer in the Drosophila optic lobe 

These two visual systems share a lot of similarities. Both systems present a similar 

columnar organization to preserve the spatial information from the environment in a 

retinotopic map in the visual circuit. This organization is preserved at all layers in the 

vertebrate retina as well as in the different optic lobe neuropiles. Both systems have different 

classes of photoreceptors that feed into color and non-color pathways. Downstream of 

photoreceptors, both systems split the contrast information in ON and OFF pathways, which 

then contact DS cells. Both systems also have cell types that laterally connect neurons at 

different depths. However, there is an important difference to highlight: contrast selectivity 

appears at different synaptic layers downstream of photoreceptors. In the vertebrate retina, 

cones and rods directly contact ON or OFF selective BCs. In the optic lobe instead, fly R1-
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6 photoreceptors contact medulla ON or OFF selective neurons through lamina first-order 

interneurons. Thus, contrast selectivity happens one synapse later in the fly. Only fly R7-8 

project directly to the medulla. Moreover, retinotopy, present in vertebrates at the 

photoreceptor layer, first appears in the insect lamina thanks to neural superposition. Thus, 

the visual processing of contrast and the anatomical arrangement behind retinotopy shows 

that the fly optic lobe possesses an extra layer for visual processing for non-color vision: 

the lamina (Figure 3A).  

 

 

Figure 3: The vertebrate retina vs the fly optic lobe. Similarities and differences between the vertebrate retina 

and the Drosophila optic lobe. ON pathway in blue and OFF pathway in green (A). In the vertebreate retina, 

cones have a slower photransduction machinery compared to the one in insects, depolarize  to OFF and 

establish retinotopy. R1-6 photoreceptors in the fly depolarize to ON. Dowsntream of photoreceptros, ON-OFF 

pathways are defined. Bipolar cells in the vertebrate retina are contrast selective.The ON responses polarity in 

bioplar cells arise through metabotropic inhibition (red arrow). In the fly, all lamina neurons have OFF polarity 

and established retinotopy. Medulla neurons in the optic lobe are contrast selective. The ON responses polarity 

arises in medulla nuerons probably through ionotropic inhibition (red arrow). Downtream of contrast selective 

inputs, direction selectivity is extracted in both systems (B) Feeddforward neuronal connections between 

photoreceptors and main output cells of the vertebrate retina and the optic lobe. In the vertebrate retina, the 

ptahway cones> CBCs > RGCs has inhibitory  lateral connections from HCs and ACs (in red). In the fly optci 

lobe, the pathway R1-6 > L neurons > M neuron > DS cells > LPTCs has inhibitroy lateral conections from Dm 

and Pm neurons (in red). HC: horrizontal cell. AC: amacrine cells. CBC: cone bipolar cell. RGC: retinal ganglion 

cell. Dm: dorsal medulla. Pm: proximal medulla. DS: direction selective. LPTC: lobula plate tangential cell. L: 

lamina, M: medulla. 

 

Phototransduction and neuronal responses before contrast selectivity 

Both systems have the same type of light sensor mechanism: the photoactivation of a 

chromophore that leads to active metarhodopsins, G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) 

which activate secondary messenger cascades leading to signal amplification and 
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photoreceptor response. Photoreceptors in both systems have graded potentials and 

distinct response dynamics, responding faster at higher luminance levels (Daly and 

Normann, 1985; Dunn et al., 2007). Vertebrate rods have a slow and sustained response 

dynamics, whereas cones are faster and more transient (Kawamura and Tachibanaki, 

2008). Similarly, Drosophila photoreceptors have also transient and sustained components 

in their response (Hardie and Raghu, 2001) which then are differentially amplified by 

different lamina neuron types: L1-2 neurons are faster and more transient than L3, which 

has a slower and sustained response (Clark et al., 2011; Silies et al., 2013). However, there 

are important difference to highlight in phototransduction: whereas metarhodopsins in the 

vertebrate system need a long chemical process to go back to a rhodopsin state, the 

isomerization in insects is instantaneous relying on longer light wavelength. This shows that 

ON-OFF signal transduction and rhodopsin recovery from light bleaching is faster in insects. 

Furthermore, the G-protein signaling cascade downstream of rhodopsins leads to ON 

hyperpolarization in vertebrate photoreceptors, and ON depolarization in insects. Thus, 

vertebrate and insect photoreceptors have an opposite response polarity (Figure 3A).  

 

Contrast selectivity: implementation of parallel ON-OFF pathways 

In both systems, the implementation of parallel ON and OFF pathways relies on a signal 

inversion at the dendrites of ON-depolarizing neurons. The molecular mechanisms in both 

systems involves glutamatergic synapses, which need to be inhibitory. However, how this 

inhibition is molecularly introduced seems to differ across these systems. In the vertebrate 

retina, all photoreceptor types are glutamatergic neurons and the molecular mechanism for 

the split in ON and OFF pathways utilizes two distinct glutamate receptors in BCs: the 

inhibitory and metabotropic mGluR6 in ON-BCs and the excitatory and ionotropic 

AMPA/kainate receptors in OFF-BCs (Euler et al., 1996). In Drosophila, however, signaling 

in the ON pathway is glutamatergic, whereas in the OFF-pathway is cholinergic (Davis et 

al., 2020; Takemura et al., 2011). If the receptors are metabotropic or ionotropic is not clear, 

but ON-pathway neurons have higher expression of the ionotropic GluCla receptor and 

OFF-pathway neurons of the ionotropic nAChR, compared to metabotropic glutamatergic 

or cholinergic receptors (Davis et al., 2020). If indeed the signal inversion in the Drosophila 

ON pathway is ionotropic, this could give to flies further advantage in temporal resolution 

capabilities compared to metabotropic in the vertebrate retina, as shown to happen in 

chemosensation (Kaupp, 2010; Silbering and Benton, 2010) (Figure 3A). 

 

Moreover, ON- and OFF-pathway neurons are half-wave rectified, meaning that they 

depolarize to its preferred contrast but suppressed responses to the opposite contrast. 

Therefore, pathways report complementary information. In the vertebrate retina, 
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rectification occurs at the synaptic release of BCs (Borghuis et al., 2013; Demb et al., 2001; 

Schwartz and Rieke, 2011), and the ON pathway is less rectified than the OFF pathway 

(Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Liang and Freed, 2010). Similarly, in Drosophila, 

rectification appears in ON- and OFF-pathway medulla neurons at the voltage to calcium 

transformation (Yang et al., 2016) and ON neurons appear to be less rectified than OFF 

(Behnia et al., 2014). 

 

Parallel connectivity in the ON and OFF pathways 

Both visual systems have lateral connections right after the synapse between 

photoreceptors and first-order interneurons. The interneurons laterally connecting different 

neuronal types, expand their dendrites at different depths, contacting both dendritic 

arborizations and axon terminals. For example, in the retina, HCs connect to photoreceptor 

terminals (feedback connections) and to both ON and OFF BCs dendrites (lateral 

connections) at the distal OPL, whereas ACs connect to BCs terminals (lateral connections) 

and to RGC dendrites (feedforward connection) at the proximal IPL (Sanes and Zipursky, 

2010). Similarly, distal medulla (Dm) and proximal medulla (Pm) neurons in the optic lobe 

laterally connect different ON and OFF contrast selective neurons at their dendrites or axon 

terminals (Nern et al., 2015; Takemura et al., 2013). Thus, both systems have highly 

interconnected ON-OFF contrast pathways and parallel paths exist from a particular 

photoreceptor type to a contrast selective neuron (Figure 3B). 

 

Lateral inhibitory circuits and neurotransmitter receptors 

In both systems, lateral inhibitory connections shape responses of the vertical excitatory 

pathways: photoreceptors — BCs — RGCs, in the retina, and photoreceptors — L neurons — 

M neurons — DS cells, in Drosophila. This inhibition creates the inhibitory surround in the 

spatial receptive fields of contrast selective neurons (Dacey et al., 2000), and helps to 

emphasize both responses to small objects as well as the abrupt change in contrast in a 

spatial edge (Clark and Demb, 2016). When the neuronal receptive field moves relative the 

world, the spatial contrast become temporal contrast, and so, lateral inhibition also tunes 

responses to the temporal frequency of the stimulation. Interestingly, since the arrangement 

of both visual systems is columnar, and because visual signals correlate over time and 

space, a given neuron can predict its own response from their neighbors or from its own 

response history.  

 

Moreover, in both the vertebrate retina and the fly optic lobe there are several types of 

inhibitory receptor channels acting at the level of contrast-selective neurons. The receptor 

family for all these receptors includes many types of ligand-gate chloride channels (LGCC). 
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In vertebrate, members of this family include GABA and glycine receptors, and in the retina, 

glycinergic and GABAergic ACs exist which contact ON- and OFF-BCs at the axon 

terminals to generate functional diversity (Franke et al., 2017). In Drosophila, there are at 

least 12 LGCC gene subunits, of which six have been described as neurotransmitter 

receptors. These receptor subunits include histamine, GABA, and glutamate receptors: 

histamine-gated chloride channel 1 (HisCl1) and ort code for two independent histamine-

gated chloride channels, resistance to dieldrin (rdl) and Lcch3 code for GABAa receptor 

subunits, Grd is a GABA-receptor like sequence, and GluClα is a glutamate-gated chloride 

channel subunit which has high homology with the vertebrate glycine receptor (Knipple and 

Soderlund, 2010). Furthermore, GABAergic and glutamatergic Dm and Pm neurons exist 

(Davis et al., 2020) and make contact to ON- and OFF- pathway neurons in the fly 

(Takemura et al., 2015, 2013). Thus, lateral inhibition in the vertebrate system is done by a 

combination of GABAergic and glycinergic inhibition, whereas in Drosophila it is likely 

GABAergic and glutamatergic (Freifeld et al., 2013) (Figure 3B). 

 

 

1.2 Luminance-invariant contrast responses 

 

Contrast detection informs animals about salient objects around them, e.g., prey to catch 

or predators to escape from. The magnitude of a given contrast correlates with the object’s 

strength as a visual cue: the higher the contrast, the stronger the cue. Different contrast 

magnitudes are properly differentiated and animal behavior scales with them (Busse et al., 

2011; Chakravarthi et al., 2016; Dakin and Turnbull, 2016; Keleş et al., 2019; Palmer et al., 

2007; Rinner et al., 2005). The stable detection of the same contrast magnitude regardless 

of changes in background illumination is behaviorally relevant, for example, when a day 

gradually turns to night or when our gaze suddenly moves from one location to another 

within a visual scene.  Luminance-invariant contrast responses have been shown at the 

level of perception in humans for both ON and OFF contrasts (Burkhardt et al., 1984), in 

neuronal responses in the vertebrate visual system (Mante et al., 2005) and, recently, in 

OFF contrast behavior in Drosophila (Ketkar et al., 2020). But how is it possible that visual 

systems “see” the same contrast equally good across diverse illumination conditions, when 

the illumination changes gradually or suddenly? In this section I cover the existing 

mechanisms in early visual processing that allow systems to adapt their contrast response 

to a changing background illumination, at different time scales.  
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Photoreceptor adaptation (gain control) 

When animals navigate in the environment, they face a wide range of light intensities. In 

each scenery, the number of photons varies by a factor of 103 (Van Hateren, 1997; van 

Hateren and van der Schaaf, 1998) and in a day by a factor or 109 (Rieke and Rudd, 2009). 

However, photoreceptor outputs only can cover a range of 101-102 with vesicle release per 

second (Choi et al., 2005; Sheng et al., 2007). To solve this mismatch, the 

phototransduction machinery in both systems leads to photoreceptor adaptation to different 

range of luminances. They adapt their sensitivity to light to the mean intensity: the brighter 

the mean, the lesser the sensitivity to detect photons (Burkhardt, 1994; Juusola et al., 1995; 

Laughlin and Hardie, 1978). This leads to detect a change relative to the mean rather than 

an absolute change in photon. This is referred to as gain control and follows Weber law 

(Fechner, 1948).  

 

The mechanism of gain control in photoreceptors are diverse but all of them share the same 

effect: a decrease in sensitivity to light at high illumination and an increase at low. For 

example, the phototransduction machinery can be altered at different levels to decrease or 

increase the level of dark current (Fain et al., 2001). Or the immediate downstream circuitry 

in which horizontal cells give inhibitory feedback to the photoreceptors at the axon terminal, 

decreasing photoreceptor activity when background illumination is high (Baylor et al., 1971; 

Thibos and Werblin, 1978). In any of those cases, adaptation times in vertebrate and fly 

photoreceptors are not instantaneous, taking tens of seconds to minutes to reach a fully 

adapted state (Burkhardt, 1994; Laughlin and Hardie, 1978). Immediately after a contrast 

change, vertebrate rods and cones do not respond invariant with respect to luminance: the 

response of cones and rods to the same just detectable light flash actually scale with 

background luminance rather than to be the same (Brown and Rudd, 1998). Similarly, in 

the fly, responses of canonical lamina monopolar cells (LMCs) to the same contrast scale 

with background intensity (Laughlin et al., 1987). 

 

Post-receptor gain control 

Due to the time constrains of photoreceptor adaptation, further mechanisms are required to 

achieve luminance-invariant contrast response under sudden changes in illumination. In the 

vertebrate retina, for example, RGCs adapt at lower light levels than cones, showing that 

there is post-receptor adaptation in the retinal circuitry. This adaptation occurs when signals 

are relayed from cone bipolar cells to ganglion cells (Dunn et al., 2007). In the fly visual 

circuit, a recent study suggests a post-receptor gain control mechanism at the circuit level 

downstream of lamina neurons, where luminance-sensitive responses of L3 will set a gain 

on contrast-sensitive signals (Ketkar et al., 2020). The exact location for this luminance-
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based correction mechanisms is not known yet, but it probably takes place in synapses with 

downstream medulla neurons where, based on connectomics (Takemura et al., 2013), the 

luminance and contrast signals can first coincide. Post-receptor gain control has been also 

related to contrast adaptation, a mechanism that allow to shift the operating range of a 

neuron to properly encode luminance variance (Carandini and Heeger, 2012; Laughlin, 

1981), for example, when eyes saccade from a region with little spatial structure to high 

spatial structure. 

 

Behavioral measurements of luminance-invariant responses 

The advantage of study luminance-invariant contrast responses in Drosophila is that it 

allows to draw a causal relationship between neuronal function and behavior, shedding light 

on the neuronal implementation of luminance-invariance as a feature. This is possible 

thanks to recordings of visually driven compensatory behaviors while manipulating neuronal 

activity. Compensatory behaviors are present in both mice and flies, and some of them 

involve the function of visual systems. For example, behaviors that are triggered by the 

visual displacement of the body with respect to the world, includes behaviors from mouse 

eye movement to compensatory head movements, referred as vestibulo-ocular reflex 

(Crawford and Vilis, 1991), or fly turning in the direction of the moving world, referred to as 

the optomotor response (Götz, 1968). The purpose of these compensations is to stabilize 

an image on the retina while the animal is navigating in the environment.  

 

In flies, optomotor responses are used to compensate for unplanned self-motion and so to 

minimize the optic flow -or retinal movement patterns. This compensatory turning corrects 

any deviation from course (Götz and Wehrhahn, 1984; Mronz and Lehmann, 2008). 

Different optic flow patterns will elicit a different type of motion correction, for example, 

rotational optic how will elicit yaw turning, whereas expansion optic flow will generate 

translational movement (Collett, 1980; Mronz and Lehmann, 2008). Altogether, these 

corrections help flies to have robust steering maneuvers and avoid collision while 

maintaining correct flight or walking postures. Optomotor responses have been crucial to 

examine visual processing underlying behavior. Genetic manipulations in specific neurons 

in the ON and the OFF pathway have shown their behavioral relevance in the detection of 

moving patterns (Clark et al., 2011; Serbe et al., 2016; Silies et al., 2013; Strother et al., 

2017). This way, the neuronal mechanism behind luminance-invariant responses to OFF 

stimuli was also investigated, using OFF edges moving on a background that suddenly 

changed in luminance (Ketkar et al., 2020). Although, it remains to be investigated if this 

mechanism can be expanded to luminance-invariant ON behaviors, optomotor behavior can 

be used as the experimental approach to answer it. 
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1.3 Connectomes and degenerate networks 

 

All visual systems share the common goal to detect visual features in a robust fashion. 

Despite their anatomical differences, they utilize remarkably similar mechanisms to do so 

(Clark and Demb, 2016). It is often hypothesized that function -in this case feature detection- 

is an emergent property of neuronal connectivity. In this section, I review the latest advances 

(and limitations) in connectomics leading to wiring diagrams of unprecedented detail in the 

mouse, in the fruit fly and other animal models in neuroscience. Furthermore, I discuss 

degeneracy as a framework for functional robustness in neuronal networks. 

 

Connectomes 

The connectome era has recently begun and is revolutionizing the field of neuroscience, 

similarly to how the genome era did 30 years ago for all fields in biology. The information in 

a connectome, or wiring diagram, is required to understand how differences between brains 

underlie differences in behavior, as well as to theorize about the principles of brain function 

by identifying common neuronal motifs and their relationships. First attempts in completing 

a brain connectome were done thanks to electron microscopy (EM) reconstructions in 

Caenorhabditis elegans (White et al., 1986), a simple organism with just 302 neurons. 

Nowadays, the research has expanded, and more connectomes exists for brains or brain 

regions in Drosophila melanogaster (Ohyama et al., 2015; Scheffer et al., 2020; Zheng et 

al., 2018), Mus musculus (Bock et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2016; MICrONS Consortium et al., 

2021; Rogerson et al., 2017), Caenorhabditis elegans (Jarrell et al., 2012; Varshney et al., 

2011; Witvliet et al., 2021) and Danio rerio (Hildebrand et al., 2017), the four species that 

dominate neuroscience. Since brains are densely packed, the bigger challenge is to obtain 

a dataset of the right size, resolution, and completeness according to what is being studied. 

The complicated trajectories of neuronal processes, of distinct thickness, and all electrical 

and chemical contacts need to be accurately mapped.  A small error, mixing processes of 

different neurons is fatal for the generation of a wiring diagram. Because of the different 

tradeoffs in brain size, resolution and completeness, different pipelines and improvements 

at each step have emerged over the past years. 

 

An EM reconstruction experiment consist of different phases: 1) sample preparation, 2) 

tissue sectioning, 3) volume reconstruction and 4) image segmentation -consisting of 

synapse annotation and neuron identification. For tissue sectioning, first connectomes in 

Drosophila adults were based on serial sectioning methods (ssEM) which utilize a diamond 

knife to slice the tissue (Briggman and Bock, 2012) (Takemura et al., 2013, 2008). Later 

versions (Takemura et al., 2015, 2017) used a focused ion beam scanning (FIB-SEM) that 
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allows the same spatial resolution in x, y, and z, and therefore, small isotropic volumes (Xu 

et al., 2017). Other techniques also exist, such as GripTape transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) for larger volumes (larger brains) (Graham et al., 2019). The image 

acquisition methods are especially relevant for large volumes to later assemble all images 

avoiding artifacts (Lee et al., 2019; Saalfeld et al., 2012). After data acquisition there are 

other computational steps, for example, all images are aligned in a single stack and then 

different segments and substructures across the volume need to be detected and 

annotated. In brain connectomics such segmentation refers to neuronal tracing and synaptic 

mapping, which can be done either manually (Helmstaedter et al., 2011; Schneider-Mizell 

et al., 2016) or automatically (Buhmann et al., 2021; Li et al., 2019; Macrina et al., 2021; 

Sheridan et al., 2021), for example, using the flood-filling algorithm (Januszewski et al., 

2018). Efforts have been made to identify synaptic contacts automatically (Huang and 

Plaza, 2014) and tools have been developed to match light microscopy images of single 

cells to FIB-SEM segmentations like NBLAST (Costa et al., 2016). Nevertheless, due to the 

high amount of data even small error rates can lead to an error disaster in the whole data 

set. Therefore, a human proof-reading as last step is still needed, for example, using virtual 

reality tools like NeuTu (Zhao et al., 2018). Furthermore, connectomes can be 

complemented with physiology (Bock et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2016; MICrONS Consortium 

et al., 2021; Ohyama et al., 2015), and neurotransmitter information (Ohyama et al., 2015), 

also inferred from EM directly (Eckstein et al., 2020). 

 

Degenerate networks 

Animals robustly execute behavior despite changes in external or internal conditions 

(Lombardino and Nottebohm, 2000; Maddox, 1994; Meyer et al., 1998; Rokni et al., 2007). 

However, animals also behave flexibly and can adapt to external and internal changes 

(Ache et al., 2019; Honma et al., 2003; Okamoto and Aizawa, 2013; Roemschied et al., 

2021; Skutt-Kakaria et al., 2019). Thus, flexibility refers to the ability of generating different 

outputs according to changing conditions, while robustness refers to the ability of generating 

the same output despite of changing conditions. Robustness and flexibility, seemingly 

contradictory concepts, lead to a better animal’s performance while hunting a prey or 

escaping from a predator. Thus, knowing how robustness and flexibility are integrated in 

biological systems is fundamental to understand how they work (Heinl and Grabherr, 2017; 

Kitano, 2004; Meir et al., 2002). How can brains be robust and flexible at the same time? 

Some studies suggest that neurons are multifunctional (Li et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2018), 

contributing to multiple computations within one or more circuits. However, several neurons 

often contribute to similar computations (Beverly et al., 2011; Koo et al., 2011; Trojanowski 

et al., 2014). These one-to-multiple and multiple-to-one relationships are observed across 
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the animal kingdom (Jankowska, 2001; Leonardo, 2005; Schiller, 1996; Shih et al., 2015), 

and can be theoretically considered as part of a degenerate system (Edelman and Gally, 

2001; Tononi et al., 1999). 

 

Degeneracy has been formally defined as the ability of elements that are structurally 

different to perform a similar (or same) function -or output. (Tononi et al., 1999). The 

elements of a degenerate network can be thought as inputs to a convergent point where 

function -or output- is being evaluated. It is key to differentiate degeneracy from 

redundancy. In redundancy, elements are usually considered to be identical (e.g., duplicate 

genes) that implement the same function in parallel. Degeneracy, due to the different 

structure of elements, may lead to the same or different function depending on the context 

in which the system is. This idea is interesting because degeneracy reflects the seemingly 

contradictory dual role of robustness vs flexibility mentioned before. However, considering 

that elements are multiple and are placed in parallel, the seemingly contradiction becomes 

two faces of the same coin: 1) distinct components support the stability of a single output 

(robustness) and 2) individual components contribute to the stability of multiple distinct 

outputs (flexibility). Thus, elements can produce the same output in some cases and 

produce different outputs in other cases. Although a theoretical analysis to measure 

degeneracy in a biological network has been proposed (Tononi et al., 1999), I could only 

find studies where degeneracy has been described, not measured. 

 

Degeneracy has been described in various biological systems, from genes and proteins 

networks to multicellular systems (Edelman and Gally, 2001) and suggested in some 

computational models explaining animal’s behaviors (Clemens et al., 2021). Degeneracy 

has been suggested not just as a property that emerged under natural selection, but instead 

a prerequisite of evolution itself (Edelman and Gally, 2001). Expanding on this thought, in 

an engineered system, in contrast to an evolved system, redundancy prevails with no place 

in the design for irrelevant elements. The identical copies of an element are there as a 

backup it case something fails. In a system that evolved, which is not build on predictions 

of future failures, there are connections between elements that seem irrelevant. However, 

when context changes, either being a temporary change in environmental conditions or a 

permanent one forcing natural selection, “irrelevant” elements reveal their usage.  In other 

words, many ways to generate the same output provide adaptability in response to 

unpredictable changes. 

 

In neuroscience, degeneracy has been described in some systems. For example, looking 

at neural circuits generating thermotaxis behavior in Caenorhabditis elegans (Ikeda et al., 
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2018), multiple microcircuits individually regulate distinct behavioral components (e.g., 

turns, reversals, curves) to achieve thermotaxis although they highly overlap. Interestingly, 

single cell ablation does not disrupt behavior since other cells compensate for the deficit. 

Moreover, at distinct ambient temperature (change in conditions), different microcircuit can 

regulate the same behavioral components and mediate a flexible switch between moves 

towards or away from the temperature source. Elements of this degenerate circuit, here cell 

types, contribute to behavioral flexibility -through individual regulation of distinct 

components-, and to robustness -through compensation upon deficits or change in 

conditions. In the somatogastric ganglion (STG) of the crab Cancer borealis, parallel 

pathways exist and can be viewed as part of a degenerate circuitry as they implement 

multiple mechanisms by which the output of the system is switched between states 

(Gutierrez et al., 2013). 

 

 

1.4 Aims and structure of the thesis 

 

Contrast detection is an early visual process that forms the basis of other visual 

computations. If contrast detection fails, other more complex computations that rely on that, 

e.g., motion detection, also fail. Since both signal increments and decrements must be 

detected, to study contrast detection is to study how ON and OFF contrast selectivity arises. 

In this thesis, I first aim to understand the neuronal and molecular mechanisms behind the 

emergence of ON selectivity in Drosophila. Moreover, for perception or behavior to be 

stable, visual systems must compute contrast relative to the mean illumination of a scene 

also when it abruptly changes faster that any type of neuronal adaptation. Therefore, I also 

aim to test if and how ON behavior becomes invariant to sudden changes in illumination. 

Finally, neuronal circuits need to have a common strategy for a robust implementation of 

contrast when environmental conditions suddenly change. Therefore, I also aim to 

understand if the parallel connectivity in the ON pathway can be the basis for a robust 

contrast detection. 

 

I will address these aims in three studies. In the first study, I aim to reveal the molecular 

and the neuronal basis for ON responses in Drosophila. Since a glutamatergic synapse is 

in place between L1 and ON selective neurons, using a pharmacological approach we 

distinguished between the role of mGluRs and GluCls in ON selective medulla neurons Mi1 

and Tm3. Then, with an expression analysis complemented with pharmacogenetic and 

genetic studies, we studied the specific roles of glutamate- and GABA-gated chloride 
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channels for the computation of ON contrast-selective responses. Finally, because the 

medulla connectome reveals a pervasive interconnectivity between ON-pathways neurons, 

we used advanced genetic tools to test if either just one direct glutamatergic input from L1 

or a more distributed computation is in place to implement the signal inversion. 

 

In the second study, we aimed to understand how information from photoreceptors is 

distributed by lamina neurons to downstream ON and OFF pathways to achieve robust 

behavioral responses to contrast when background luminance quickly changes. OFF 

behavior in Drosophila and ON-OFF perception in humans show nearly luminance 

invariance responses to contrast. In the Drosophila OFF pathway, luminance serves as a 

corrective signal to scale contrast computation. Since ON and OFF pathways face different 

environmental challenges and have evolved several structural and physiological 

asymmetries, we tested if luminance-invariance is a general feature present in the 

Drosophila ON pathway as well. Considering that ON behavioral responses approached 

luminance invariance, we determined the contrast- and luminance-sensitive inputs in the 

ON pathway, and which inputs were required and sufficient for ON behavior.  

 

In the third study, I aimed to understand if the parallel input arrangement in the ON pathway 

serves for a robust implementation for ON contrast selectivity under changing conditions. 

Analyzing the connectome in the medulla using graph theory, I identified Mi1 as an ON-

pathway hub for information flow and convergence for multiple inputs. Then, I first tested if 

Mi1, as a critical ON-pathway neuron, was required for ON contrast behavior under sudden 

changes in illumination and different contrast steps. Informed by connectomics, we then 

tested if parallel direct inputs of Mi1 were required for ON responses. Using connectome 

analysis and transsynaptic mapping of postsynaptic partners, I further revealed indirect 

candidate input pathways that might contribute to ON responses in Mi1. Finally, I tested if 

inputs that are not required for ON responses are sufficient under abrupt changes in 

illumination and different noise levels, as two different challenging conditions that visual 

systems face. 
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2. ON selectivity in the Drosophila visual system is a multisynaptic 
process involving both glutamatergic and GABAergic inhibition 
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Abstract 

 

The accurate processing of contrast is the basis for all visually guided behaviors. Visual 

scenes with rapidly changing illumination challenge contrast computation, because 

adaptation is not fast enough to compensate for such changes. Yet, human perception of 

contrast is stable even when the visual environment is quickly changing. The fruit fly 

Drosophila also shows nearly luminance invariant behavior for both ON and OFF stimuli. 

To achieve this, first-order interneurons L1, L2 and L3 all encode contrast and luminance 

differently, and distribute information across both ON and OFF contrast-selective pathways. 

Behavioral responses to both ON and OFF stimuli rely on a luminance-based correction 

provided by L1 and L3, wherein L1 supports contrast computation linearly, and L3 non-

linearly amplifies dim stimuli. Therefore, L1, L2 and L3 are not distinct inputs to ON and 

OFF pathways but the lamina serves as a separate processing layer that distributes distinct 

luminance and contrast information across ON and OFF pathways to support behavioral 

performance in varying conditions.  
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Introduction 

  

Across species, contrast information forms the basis of visual computations. For our 

perception to be stable, our eyes must compute contrast relative to the mean illumination 

of a scene. In natural environments, illumination changes by several orders of magnitude 

not only from dawn to dusk, but also at much faster timescales as our eyes saccade across 

a scene or we quickly move from sun to shade (Frazor and Geisler, 2006; Mante et al., 

2005; Rieke and Rudd, 2009).Thus, the computation of contrast needs to be invariant to 

rapid changes in luminance, such that visual perception of a given contrast remains 

constant. This is accomplished by human perception, and neuronal responses in the cat 

lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) display contrast constancy at rapid time scales (Burkhardt 

et al., 1984; Mante et al., 2005). However, contrast encoding in photoreceptors is not 

luminance invariant when the stimulus changes more rapidly than photoreceptor adaptation 

(Laughlin and Hardie, 1978; Normann and Werblin, 1974).  

  

The visual OFF pathway in fruit flies, sensitive to contrast decrements, also displays 

contrast-constant behavior (Ketkar et al., 2020) , allowing to investigate the underlying 

mechanisms. In the OFF pathway, luminance information itself is maintained postsynaptic 

to photoreceptors, and is crucial for the accurate estimation of contrast, resulting in contrast-

constant behavior. Luminance serves as a corrective signal that scales contrast 

computation when background luminance quickly changes (Ketkar et al., 2020). The 

requirement of such a corrective signal can be theoretically expected regardless of ON and 

OFF contrast polarities, since the adaptational constraints in dynamic environments 

challenge both contrast polarities. However, the ON and OFF pathways are not mere sign-

inverted versions of each other since they face different environmental challenges (Clark et 

al., 2014; Ruderman, 1994) and have evolved several structural and physiological 

asymmetries (Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Jin et al., 2011; Leonhardt et al., 2016; Ratliff 

et al., 2010). It is thus not clear if this luminance invariance is a general feature of all visual 

pathways, and how luminance and contrast information are distributed across visual 

pathways to establish contrast constancy is not known. 

  

Drosophila melanogaster offers a promising model system to study the pathway-specific 

function of luminance since the ON and OFF motion pathways have been well characterized 

on the cellular, circuit and behavioral levels (Behnia et al., 2014; Yang and Clandinin, 2018). 

In the fly visual system, neurons were assigned to distinct ON or OFF pathways based on 

physiological properties (Molina-Obando et al., 2019; Serbe et al., 2016; Shinomiya et al., 

2019; Silies et al., 2013; Strother et al., 2017), anatomical connectivity (Shinomiya et al., 
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2014; Takemura et al., 2015, 2013, 2017), and behavioral function (Clark et al., 2011; Silies 

et al., 2013). ON and OFF contrast selectivity first arises two synapses downstream of 

photoreceptors, in medulla neurons (Fischbach and Dittrich, 1989; Serbe et al., 2016; Silies 

et al., 2013; Strother et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2016). They receive photoreceptor information 

through the lamina neurons L1-L3, which project to specific medulla layers (Meinertzhagen 

and O’Neil, 1991; Strother et al., 2014). Although L1-L3 all show the same response polarity 

and hyperpolarize to light onset and depolarize to light offset, L1 projects to layers where it 

mostly connects to ON-selective medulla neurons. Similarly, L2 and L3 project to layers 

where OFF-selective medulla neurons get most of their inputs (Shinomiya et al., 2014; 

Takemura et al., 2015, 2013). L1 is thus thought to be the sole major input of the ON 

pathway, whereas L2 and L3 are considered the two major inputs of the OFF pathway 

(Figure 1A) (Clark et al., 2011; Joesch et al., 2008; Shinomiya et al., 2019). Among these, 

L2 is contrast-sensitive, but cannot support contrast constancy alone if photoreceptor 

adaptation is insufficient. Instead, contrast constancy in OFF-motion guided behavior is 

ensured by a corrective signal from luminance-sensitive L3 neurons (Ketkar et al., 2020). It 

is not known whether ON-motion driven behavior also requires luminance information and 

whether L1 can provide it along with its contrast signal (Figure 1B). 

 

Contrast and luminance are both encoded by the transient and sustained response 

components in both vertebrates and invertebrate photoreceptors (Laughlin and Hardie, 

1978; Normann and Perlman, 1979; Normann and Werblin, 1974; Shapley and Enroth-

Cugell, 1984), which are captured differentially by their downstream neurons. In the 

vertebrate retina, many different types of first order interneurons, bipolar cells, exist. 

Although they are generally thought to capture the contrast component of the 

photoreceptors response, luminance information has been shown be preserved in post-

photoreceptor visual circuitry post of the retina (Awatramani and Slaughter, 2000; Ichinose 

and Hellmer, 2016; Ichinose and Lukasiewicz, 2007; Odermatt et al., 2012; Oesch and 

Diamond, 2011). As suggested by their sustained response component, different degrees 

of luminance-sensitivity exists across bipolar cell types (Baden et al., 2016; Euler et al., 

2014). Furthermore, ON and OFF contrast selectivity emerges at the bipolar cell layer, 

where ON selectivity emerges through glutamatergic inhibition (Masu et al., 1995). These 

ON and OFF bipolar cells also split anatomically, as they innervate different layers (Euler 

et al., 2014).   

Together, many parallels exist between the Drosophila visual system and the vertebrate 

retina, including the response properties of photoreceptors, the layered organization and 

the existence of ON and OFF pathways (Clark and Demb, 2016; Mauss et al., 2017). 

However, in contrast to the vertebrate retina, fewer first order interneuron types distribute 
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contrast and luminance information, and contrast selectivity itself clearly only occurs one 

synapse further downstream, where neurons postsynaptic to lamina neurons are either ON 

or OFF selective. Comparing the vertebrate retina with the insect visual system, it is unclear 

how just three first order interneurons distribute their different physiological properties 

across visual pathways.  

  

Here, we show that luminance and contrast information is distributed to and is of behavioral 

relevance for both ON and OFF pathways. In vivo calcium imaging experiments reveal that 

each first order interneuron is unique in its contrast and luminance encoding properties. 

Whereas L2 is purely contrast sensitive, L1 encodes both contrast and luminance in distinct 

response components. L1 linearly scales with luminance, whereas the luminance-sensitive 

L3 non-linearly amplifies dim light. Behavioral experiments further show that these 

differential luminance- and contrast- encoding properties translate into distinct behavioral 

roles. In the ON pathway, L1 and L3 both provide luminance information for higher 

luminance invariance than possible by the contrast input alone. Furthermore, L2, known as 

the OFF-pathway contrast input, provides contrast information to the ON pathway, in 

addition to L1. Surprisingly, both L1 and L3 neurons are necessary and sufficient for OFF 

behavior. These findings indicate that L1 L2, and L3 do not constitute ON- or OFF-specific 

inputs. Instead, the three first-order interneurons encode luminance and contrast 

differentially and contribute to computations in both ON and OFF pathways. Together, our 

data reveal how luminance and contrast information are distributed to both ON and OFF 

pathways to approach luminance invariance, a core computation of visual systems. 

 

 

Results 

L1 responses to contrast do not explain ON behavior 

Luminance-invariant behavioral responses have been observed in multiple species 

(Burkhardt et al., 1984; Silies et al., 2014), highlighting their ethological relevance. In 

Drosophila, luminance-invariant behavior has been shown in response to OFF stimuli, 

where a dedicated luminance-sensitive pathway scales contrast-sensitive inputs to achieve 

luminance invariance in behavior (Ketkar et al., 2020). The ON pathway is thought to have 

just one prominent input, L1. We thus asked if luminance invariance is achieved in the ON 

pathway and if the contrast-sensitive input L1 can explain such invariance. For this purpose, 

we compared turning behavior of walking flies with the responses of L1. Behavioral 

responses were measured in a fly-on-a-ball assay. Flies were shown moving ON edges of 

different luminance but the same 100% Michelson contrast. Fly turning responses were 
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highly similar across luminances, with low-luminance edges eliciting slightly larger turning 

responses than brighter edges (Figure 1C).  

 

We wondered if the sole ON pathway input L1 can directly drive this behavior. To test this, 

we examined the contrast responses of L1 to moving ON edges with comparable 

parameters and overlapping luminance values as those used in the behavioral assay 

(Figure 1D). We recorded L1 in vivo calcium responses to visual stimuli from its axon 

terminals expressing GCaMP6f using two-photon microscopy. As described previously, L1 

responded negatively to contrast increments, in line with the inverted response polarity of 

lamina neurons (Figure 1D) (Clark et al., 2011; Laughlin and Hardie, 1978; Yang et al., 

2016). The absolute response amplitude of the L1 calcium signals scaled with luminance 

and did not co-vary with the behavioral response (Figure 1E). We performed linear 

regression across calcium signals at different luminances and quantified the slope to extract 

the luminance dependency of the responses. L1 signals and behavioral responses had 

opposite luminance dependencies (Figure 1E). Thus, the observed behavior, approaching 

luminance invariance, cannot be explained solely by contrast inputs from L1, suggesting 

that the ON pathway additionally gets luminance-sensitive input. 

 

Figure 1: L1 responses to contrast do not explain ON behavior across luminance. (A) Schematic of lamina 

neurons projecting from the lamina to the medulla. L1 is considered the main input to the ON pathway, whereas 

L2 and L3 are thought to provide input to the OFF pathway. (B) Transient L2 and sustained L3 neurons provide 

contrast and luminance information, respectively, to the OFF pathway to guide contrast-constant behavior 

(Ketkar et al., 2020). L1 is thought to have physiological properties very similar to L2 (Clark et al., 2011) and 

provides contrast information to the ON selective pathway. (C) Turning response to multiple moving ON edges, 

displayed on an LED arena that surrounds a fly walking on an air-cushioned ball. The edge luminance takes 
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five different values, and the background is dark (~0 luminance), all resulting in 100% contrast. Turning 

responses are color-coded according to the edge luminance. The gray box indicates motion duration. n = 10 

flies. (D) In vivo calcium signals of L1 axon terminal in medulla layer M1 in response to moving ON edges of six 

different luminances. Calcium responses of single L1 axon terminal are shown. (E) Left: Absolute step 

responses of L1 are plotted together with peak turning velocities calculated from (C). Behavioral and calcium 

traces are aligned by maximum response. Right, slope quantification of luminance dependency for normalized 

behavior and L1 fluorescence signals. NV = normalized peak velocity, NF = normalized fluorescent signal. 

Traces and plots in C and E show mean ± SEM. 

 

 

L1 neuronal responses carry a luminance-sensitive component 

  

To explore the sources of luminance information in first-order interneurons, we measured 

calcium signals in L1, L2 and L3. Flies were shown a staircase stimulus with luminance 

going sequentially up and down. L1 and L2 showed positive and negative transient 

responses when luminance stepped down and up, respectively (Figure 2A), consistent with 

their contrast sensitivity (Clark et al., 2011; Silies et al., 2013). L2 did not show any 

sustained component. L3 showed sustained responses to OFF steps and was non-linearly 

tuned to stimulus luminance, responding strongly to the darkest stimulus. Intriguingly, L1 

showed a transient component followed by a sustained component, suggesting that it 

encodes luminance in addition to contrast (Figure 2A). The sustained components of L1 

response were negatively correlated with luminance, such that the baseline calcium signal 

at each step sequentially increased with decreasing stimulus luminance. Thus, in addition 

to L3, L1 also maintains luminance information postsynaptically to photoreceptors. 
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Figure 2: Lamina neuron types L1-L3 are differently sensitive to contrast and luminance. (A) Schematic 

of the ‘staircase’ stimulus. Luminance sequentially steps up through five values and then sequentially steps 

down. Shown below are the plateau calcium responses of L1 (orange), L2 (purple) and L3 (green) axon 

terminals, plotted against luminance. Colored traces shown the mean response, grey traces show individual fly 

means. (B) Example calcium traces of single L1, L2 and L3 axon terminals to a stimulus comprising 10 s full-

field flashes varying randomly between five different luminances. (C) Plateau responses of the three neuron 

types, quantified from the responses to the stimulus in (B). (D) Mutual information between luminance and 

calcium signal, ***p < 0.001, one-way ANOVA followed by multiple comparison test corrected with Bonferroni. 

(E) Non-linearity quantification of luminance-dependent signals of L1 and L3 in (C), *p < 0.05, tested by a 

wilcoxon rank sum test. 

 

To explicitly compare luminance information across the three input neurons, we measured 

responses to randomized luminance and calculated the mutual information between 
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stimulus and the sustained response component (Figure 2B-D). As for the staircase 

stimulus, L2 transient responses returned to baseline within the 10s of the stimulus 

presentation, whereas both L1 and L3 displayed sustained components that varied with 

luminance (Figure 2B,C). Sustained response components in L1 and L3 carried similar 

mutual information with luminance, and both were higher than L2 (Figure 2D). Interestingly, 

the luminance-sensitive response components of L1 and L3 scaled differently with 

luminance. We quantified non-linearity using the difference of Pearson’s linear and 

Spearman’s correlation between response and luminance. This value will approach zero if 

the relationship is linear and increase or decrease if non-linear, depending on the sign of 

correlation between luminance and response. L1 responses were more linear with respect 

to luminance than L3 responses, which selectively amplified low luminance (Figure 2E). 

Thus, the two luminance-sensitive neurons carry different types of luminance information. 

 

L1 is not required but sufficient for ON behavior across luminances 

Since the canonical ON pathway input L1 is also found to carry luminance information, we 

hypothesized that it plays a role in mediating the observed behavior. To test this, we 

silenced L1 outputs while measuring ON behavior using Shibirets (Kitamoto, 2001). 

Silencing L1 severely reduced turning responses when different ON contrasts were 

interleaved, consistent with previous behavioral studies that identified L1 as the major input 

to the ON pathway (Clark et al., 2011; Silies et al., 2013) (Supp. Figure 1A-D). However, L1 

silencing had little effect on responses to 100% contrast at varying luminance, suggesting 

the existence of other ON pathway inputs (Figure 3A,B). To explicitly test if and how L1 

silencing changed the luminance dependence of behavioral responses, we quantified the 

slope of peak turning velocities across different background luminances (Figure 3C). The 

slopes were slightly negative for both the control and L1-silenced conditions, and did not 

differ significantly between conditions, suggesting another luminance input masking the L1 

contribution. To test this possibility, we asked if L1 is sufficient for ON behavior in 

dynamically changing luminance conditions. We measured behavioral responses after 

functionally isolating L1 from other circuitry downstream of photoreceptors. To achieve this, 

we selectively rescued expression of the histamine-gated chloride channel Ort in ort-mutant 

flies, which otherwise lack communication between photoreceptors and their postsynaptic 

neurons. Behavioral responses of ort mutant control flies were absent, indicating that ON-

motion behavior fully depends on Ort (Figure 3D). Heterozygous ort controls turned with the 

moving 100% contrast ON edges at all luminances (Figure 3E). Flies in which ort expression 

was rescued in L1 responded to ON motion at all luminances, and indistinguishable from 

controls (Figure 3F), showing that L1 can mediate normal turning behavior to ON edges at 

all luminances. This data confirms L1’s general importance in the ON pathway and 

additionally highlights its behaviorally relevant role of its luminance-sensitive component. 
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Figure 3: L1 is not required but sufficient for ON behavior across luminance. (A) Turning responses of L1-

silenced flies (blue) and their specific Gal4 control (gray) to moving 100% contrast ON edges at five different 

luminances. (B) Peak velocities quantified for each of the five edges during the motion period, also including 

the control UAS-shits/+, **p < 0.01, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls. (C) Relationship of the peak 

velocities with luminance, quantified as slopes of the linear fits to the data in (B). Sample sizes are n = 10 flies 

for each genotype. (D-E) Schematic of the stimulus (same as in A) and turning responses of the ort null mutant 

(ort-/- controls, D) and heterozygous ort controls (ort+/-controls, E). (F) Schematic of the L1 ort rescue genotype 

and turning responses of L1 ort rescue flies (left). Peak turning velocities of L1 ort rescue flies and the respective 

controls (right); *p<0.05, **p < 0.01, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls. The gray box region in 

(A,D,E,F) indicates motion duration. Traces and plots show mean ± SEM. 
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L1 and L3 together provide luminance signals required for ON behavior 

Our data suggest the existence of a second luminance input to the ON pathway. In the OFF 

pathway, the luminance-sensitive L3 neuron provides the necessary luminance-based 

correction to achieve contrast constancy (Ketkar et al., 2020). Connectomics data suggest 

that L3 could provide input to the ON pathway as well (Takemura et al., 2013). To test the 

hypothesis that L3 also provides a luminance signal to approach luminance-invariant ON 

responses, we measured behavioral responses to a set of 100% contrast ON edges at five 

different luminances while silencing L3 synaptic outputs (Figure 4A,B). Interestingly, unlike 

controls, L3-silenced flies responded stronger to all ON edges, revealing an unexplored, 

inhibitory role of L3. However, the responses of L3-silenced flies were still highly similar 

across luminances. This demonstrates that, like L1, L3 is not alone required for the near-

invariant ON pathway behavior. Unlike controls, L3 silenced flies did not show a slight 

increase in turning amplitude at lower edge luminance, also reflected in the differences in 

their slopes (Figure 4C), suggesting that L3 inputs to the ON pathway also contribute to 

behavior in a luminance-dependent manner. To further explore this, we next asked if L3 is 

sufficient for ON behavior and functionally isolated L3 from another circuitry. L3 rescue flies 

turned to ON edges at all luminances tested (Figure 4D) and significantly rescued turning 

behavior at low luminances compared to ort mutant flies (Figure 4E), showing that L3 is 

sufficient for ON behavior at low luminances. This further reflects L3’s nonlinear preference 

for dim light seen at the physiological level (Ketkar et al., 2020), (Figure 2C). 

 

We found that L3 is a second luminance input to the ON pathway that, together with L1, 

supports luminance-invariant responses in ON behavior. To test this, we silenced the 

outputs of both L1 and L3 simultaneously while measuring ON behavior across luminance. 

Flies still turned to the moving ON edges. However, turning responses of flies lacking both 

L1 and L3 functional outputs were no longer luminance invariant and turned less than 

controls in a luminance-dependent manner (Figure 4F,G). Intriguingly, behavioral 

responses now scaled positively with the edge luminance (Figure 4H), qualitatively 

recapitulating the LMC contrast-sensitive responses. Thus, L1 and L3 can together account 

for the luminance information available to the ON pathway. To analyze the extent of the 

individual contributions of L1 and L3, we compared L1 and L3 ort rescues by computing 

rescue efficiency, defined as the fraction of the difference between positive and negative 

control behaviors. Whereas L1 fully rescued turning behavior to ON edges at all luminances, 

L3 significantly rescued turning behavior selectively at low luminances (Figure 4I). Taken 

together, L1 and L3 both provide distinct types of luminance information to the ON pathway 

(Figure 4J). Because flies lacking both of these neurons still respond to ON contrast, our 

data suggest the existence of an unidentified contrast input.  
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Figure 4: L1 and L3 together provide luminance signals required for ON behavior. (A) Turning velocities 

of the controls (gray) and L3-silenced flies (green) in response to five moving ON edges of 100% contrast. The 

gray box region indicates motion duration. (B) Peak turning velocities for five ON edges quantified during the 
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motion period, **p < 0.01, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls. (C) Relationship of the peak 

velocities with luminance, quantified as slopes of the linear fits to the data in (B). Fitting was done for individual 

flies. Sample sizes are n = 10 (UAS-shits/+,L3>>shits) and n = 8 (L30595-Gal4/+). (D) Schematic of the L3 ort 

rescue genotype and turning responses of the heterozygous control (gray) and rescue (green) flies. (E) Peak 

turning velocities, *p<0.05, **p < 0.01, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls. (F) Turning responses 

of flies where L1 and L3 were silenced together (golden brown) and their specific Gal4 control (gray), color-

coded according to ON edge luminance. The same five moving ON edges of 100% contrast as in Figure 2A 

were shown. Responses of the other control UAS-shits/+ to these stimuli have been included in Figure 1C. (G) 

Peak velocities quantified for each of the five edges during the motion period, also including the control UAS-

shits/+, **p < 0.01, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls. (H) Relationship of the peak velocities with 

luminance, quantified as slopes of the linear fits to the data in (G). Slopes from the L3-silenced flies (green, 

dashed) responding to the same stimuli (Figure 3C) are included again for comparison. Fitting was done for 

individual flies. Sample sizes are n = 10 (UAS-shits/+and L1,L3>>shits) and n = 7 (L1c2025-Gal4/+;L30595-Gal4/+). 

(I) Efficiency of the L1 and L3 behavioral rescue, calculated for each edge luminance as (rescue - ort-/- control) 

/ (ort+/- control - ort-/- control). *p<0.05, **p < 0.01, permutation test with 1000 permutations over the L1 ort rescue 

and L3 ort rescue flies. (J) Summary schematic. The ON pathway in addition to the OFF pathway receives a 

prominent input from L3. Like the OFF pathway, the ON pathway drives contrast constant behavior. Traces and 

plots show mean ± SEM. 

 

The contrast-sensitive L2 provides input to the ON pathway  

Besides L1 and L3, the remaining input downstream of photoreceptors is the contrast-

sensitive L2 neuron, which provides strong inputs to OFF-pathway neurons (Takemura et 

al., 2013). To explore the possibility of L2 also being an ON pathway input, we silenced L2 

outputs either individually or together with L1. L2-silenced flies showed only slightly reduced 

turning to all ON edges as compared to controls (Figure 5A,B) similarly to silencing L1 alone 

(Figure 3A,B). However, when L1 and L2 were silenced together, fly turning responses were 

fully disrupted across conditions (Figure 5C,D). Moreover, these flies did not turn to other 

ON contrasts steps either (Supp. Figure 2). This shows that L2, together with L1, is required 

for ON behavioral responses across different contrasts and luminances. Altogether, L1, L2 

and L3 are all ON-pathway inputs. 
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Figure 5: The contrast-sensitive L2 provides input to the ON pathway. (A) Turning responses of flies where 

L2 was silenced (purple) and their specific Gal4 control (gray), color-coded according to 100% contrast ON edge 

at five different luminances. Sample sizes are n = 9 (L221Dhh>>shits) and n = 6 (L221Dhh-Gal4/+). (B) Peak 

velocities quantified for each of the five edges during the motion period, *p < 0.05, two-tailed Student’s t tests 

against both controls. (C) Turning responses of flies where L1 and L2 were silenced together (brown) and their 

specific Gal4 control (gray), color-coded according to ON edge luminance. Sample sizes are n = 9 

(L1c2025,L221Dhh>>shits) and n = 8 (L1c2025-Gal4/+;L221Dhh-Gal4/+). (D) Peak velocities quantified for each of the 

five edges during the motion period, ***p < 0.001, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls. Traces and 

plots show mean ± SEM. 

 

L1 is also an OFF-pathway input  

  

Given that three lamina neuron inputs encode visual stimuli differently and that all of them 

convey information to the ON pathway, we next asked if L1 could also contribute to OFF-

pathway function. To test this, we silenced L1 neurons while showing moving OFF edges, 

all of -100% contrast, and moving across five different background luminances. Control flies 

turned similarly under all conditions, showing luminance-invariant responses (Figure 6A). 

Previous work showed that L3 is required to achieve luminance invariance by scaling 

behavioral responses when background luminance turned dark (Ketkar et al., 2020). 

Similarly, when L1 was silenced, behavioral responses were no longer invariant across 

luminance, but flies turned less to -100% contrast at low luminance as compared to high 

luminance (Figure 6A,B). Underestimation of the dim OFF stimuli by L1-silenced flies was 

not as strong as by L3-silenced flies (Ketkar et al., 2020), again highlighting the specialized 
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role of L3 in dim light (Figure 6B). These data demonstrate that L1 luminance inputs are 

required for luminance-invariant OFF behavior. Since L1 carries both contrast and 

luminance information, it could be also sufficient to drive OFF behavior. To test this, we 

measured behavioral responses to OFF edges in L1 ort rescue flies. Heterozygous ort 

controls showed turning responses to -100% OFF edges at five different luminances (Figure 

6C). As described previously (Ketkar et al., 2020), ort null mutants were not completely blind 

to this OFF-edge motion stimulus and responded especially at high luminance but very little 

at low luminances. L1 ort rescue flies responded similarly to positive controls, rescuing OFF 

edges at low luminances (Figure 6D). Therefore, L1 is even sufficient to guide OFF behavior 

under the same conditions that were previously described for L3 (Ketkar et al., 2020). Taken 

together, these findings reveal that the lamina neurons L1 and L3 provide behaviorally 

relevant but differentially encoded luminance information to both ON and OFF pathways. In 

sum, our data uncover L1, L2 and L3 as important inputs for both ON and the OFF 

pathways, relevant for visually guided behaviors across luminances (Figure 6E). 
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Figure 6: The L1 luminance signal is required and sufficient for OFF behavior. (A) Turning responses of 

L1-silenced flies (orange) and the controls (gray) to five OFF edges moving onto different backgrounds. (B) 

Peak velocities quantified for each of the five edges during the motion period, also including the peak velocities 

of L3-silenced flies (green dashed, re-quantified from the data in (Ketkar et al., 2020). Shown next to it is the 

relationship of the peak velocities with luminance, quantified as slopes of the linear fits to the data. **p < 0.01, 

two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls (not significant against the L3>>shits slopes). Sample sizes are 

n = 7 (L1-Gal4/+) and n = 10 for other genotypes. (C) Schematics of the L1 ort rescue genotypes followed by 

its turning responses to the moving OFF edges. (D) Peak turning velocities of L1 ort rescue flies and the 

respective controls; *p<0.05, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls. Sample sizes are n = 11 flies (ort-

/-control) and n =10 for other genotypes. The gray box region in (A) and (C) indicates motion duration. (E) 

Summary schematic. Lamina neurons L1-L3 distribute different visual features necessary for both ON and OFF 

pathways to guide contrast-constant behavior. Traces and plots show mean ± SEM. 
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Discussion 

The present study establishes that contrast and luminance are basic visual features that 

interact with both ON and OFF pathways. In both pathways, the interaction between these 

features enables stable visual behaviors across changing conditions. The lamina neurons 

L1, L2 and L3 act as the circuit elements segregating both contrast and luminance 

information. Behavioral experiments show that luminance information is required for 

contrast constancy in both ON and OFF behaviors. While L1 and L3 provide contrast inputs 

to both ON and OFF pathways, L1 also encodes luminance, together with L3. Whereas L3 

activity non-linearly increases with decreasing luminance, L1 shows a linear relationship 

with luminance. Luminance information from both neurons is differently used in ON and 

OFF pathways. Thus, L1, L2 and L3 are not ON or OFF pathways specific inputs, but they 

instead distribute the two most basic visual features, contrast and luminance, across 

pathways to enable behaviorally relevant computations. 

 

Contrast constancy is a common feature of ON and OFF visual pathways, but with 

distinct implementations 

Our work shows that visual behaviors guided by both ON and OFF pathways are luminance 

invariant. Similarly, luminance invariance has been shown in human perception of both ON 

and OFF contrasts, and in neural responses in cat LGN (Burkhardt et al., 1984; Mante et 

al., 2005). This argues that luminance invariance is a common feature of all visual systems, 

which is ethologically relevant for any species that relies on visual information for its survival 

in changing visual environments. Changing visual environments impose a common 

challenge onto the encoding of both ON and OFF contrasts, namely the contrasts are 

underestimated in sudden dim light. The L1 contrast-sensitive responses reflect such 

underestimation. Thus, both ON and OFF visual pathways would require a luminance-

based correction to achieve luminance invariance, and such correction would in turn rely on 

luminance-sensitive neuronal signals themselves. We now confirm this hypothesis for both 

ON and OFF pathways. Specifically, luminance information from both L1 and L3 are 

required for luminance-invariant visual behaviors. However, the impact of the two neurons 

on behavior is pathway dependent. In the OFF pathway, losing either L1 or L3 function 

leads to a strong deviation from luminance invariance, such that the dim light stimuli are 

underestimated. On the contrary, ON motion-driven behavior only strongly deviates from 

invariance if both L1 and L3 neuron types are not functional. Furthermore, L2 neurons, 

which were formerly thought to be OFF pathway inputs, contribute contrast-sensitive 

information to ON behavior (Clark et al., 2011; Joesch et al., 2010; Silies et al., 2013). 

Notably, ON and OFF contrast constancy is not achieved symmetrically at every processing 
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stage. For example, in the vertebrate retina, ON RGCs encode a mixture of luminance-

invariant and absolute (i.e. luminance-dependent) contrast, whereas OFF RGCs encode 

predominantly absolute contrast (Idrees and Münch, 2020). Thus, asymmetrical 

implementation of contrast-corrective mechanisms can be common across visual systems, 

too.  

 

All lamina neurons are inputs to both ON and OFF pathways  

L1, L2 and L3 all show different contrast and luminance sensitivities. These distinct neuronal 

properties are then differentially utilized across ON and OFF pathways. How does this fit 

with the established notion that L1 is an input to the ON and L2 and L3 are inputs to OFF 

pathways? The luminance-varying stimuli sets used here were able to pull out lamina 

neuron contributions that were not obvious with simpler stimuli. For example, our data show 

that L1 and L2 provide redundant contrast input to the ON pathway at 100% contrast and 

varying luminance. However, L1 is still strictly required for ON responses if different 

contrasts are mixed. This is consistent with a more complex ON pathway input architecture 

and hints at a role for the L1 pathway in contrast adaptation. Interestingly, Mi1, an important 

post-synaptic partner of L1, shows an almost instantaneous and strong contrast adaptation 

(Matulis et al., 2020).  

 

All three lamina neuron types hyperpolarize to light onset and depolarize to light offset and 

are not contrast selective themselves. Contrast selectivity emerges downstream of these 

neurons: known post-synaptic partners of L1 acquire ON contrast selectivity due to 

inhibitory glutamatergic synapses, whereas cholinergic L2 and L3 synapses retain OFF 

contrast selectivity (Molina-Obando et al., 2019). While L3 was actually already suggested 

to be an ON pathway input based on connectomics (Borst et al., 2020), other synaptic 

connections that link L1 to downstream OFF-selective neurons, and link L2 and to 

downstream ON-selective neurons still have to be investigated in detail. However, it now 

becomes evident that a split in ON and OFF circuitry only truly exists in downstream medulla 

neurons and direction-selective cells. The luminance and contrast features encoded 

differently in L1, L2 and L3 lamina neurons are shared by both pathways. Importantly, the 

distinct features that are passed on by the specific inputs downstream of photoreceptors 

guide distinct behavioral roles. 

 

L1 and L3 convey luminance information to multiple pathways 

 Behavioral experiments in combination with genetic manipulations show that both L1 and 

L3 neurons provide luminance information to to achieve luminance-invariant behaviors. This 

functional data is consistent with anatomical predictions suggesting a role for L3 in the ON 
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pathway based on synaptic contacts with ON-selective neurons (Takemura et al., 2013). L3 

had mostly been considered an OFF pathway neuron because the OFF pathway neuron 

Tm9 receives its strongest input from L3 (Fisher et al., 2015; Shinomiya et al., 2014; 

Takemura et al., 2013). Remarkably, L3 itself actually makes most synaptic connections 

with the ON-pathway neuron Mi9. Further synapses of L3 with the ON-selective Mi1 neuron 

are similar in number to those with Tm9 (Takemura et al., 2013). Finally, L3 can potentially 

also convey information to the chromatic pathway, as Tm20 is its second strongest 

postsynaptic connection (Lin et al., 2016). There, L3 luminance sensitivity might play a 

relevant role in achieving color constancy, i.e., color recognition irrespective of illumination 

conditions. Altogether, anatomical and functional data indicate that it is time to redefine L3 

as part of a luminance-encoding system rather than a mere OFF-pathway input.  

 

A role of L1 beyond the ON pathway was less obvious based on anatomical data but is 

supported by functional connectivity studies showing that Tm9 properties rely in part on L1 

input (Fisher et al., 2015), and that Tm9 together with other OFF pathway 

interneurons displays contrast-opponent receptive fields, adding evidence to the presence 

of ON information in the OFF pathway (Ramos-Traslosheros and Silies, 2021). 

Connectomics data did not identify any known OFF-pathway neurons postsynaptic to L1 

and presynaptic to the OFF-motion selective neuron T5 (Takemura et al., 2013). L1 must 

therefore connect to the OFF pathway via interneurons. Among the strongest postsynaptic 

partners of L1 are the GABAergic interneurons C2 and C3 that connect to the OFF pathway 

(Takemura et al., 2013). Intercolumnar neurons downstream of L1, such as Dm neurons 

(Nern et al., 2015), could further carry information to OFF-selective neurons, likely through 

disinhibition from ON-selective inputs. In the vertebrate retina, intercolumnar amacrine cells 

mediate interaction between ON and OFF bipolar cells, which has been shown to extend 

the operating range of the OFF pathway (Manookin et al., 2008; Odermatt et al., 2012). 

Altogether, strategies appear to be shared across animals in which type of interneurons 

help to convey relevant features from one pathway to the other.  

 

 

Neurons postsynaptic to photoreceptors encode contrast and luminance differently   

Despite being postsynaptic to the same photoreceptor input, all lamina neurons respond 

differently to light stimuli. L1 was previously considered the ON pathway sibling of the 

contrast-sensitive L2, both with regard to its temporal filtering properties and at the 

transcriptome level (Clark et al., 2011; Tan et al., 2015). However, L1 calcium signals show 

a transient and a sustained response component, which are contrast- and luminance-

sensitive, respectively. Compared to photoreceptors, which also carry both contrast and 
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luminance components, L1 still amplifies the contrast signals received from the 

photoreceptors, since its transient component is more pronounced than the one seen in the 

photoreceptor calcium traces (Gür et al., 2020). In other insect species, different types of 

lamina neurons have also been distinguished based on their physiological properties 

(Rusanen et al., 2018, 2017), although their specific luminance and contrast sensitivities 

are yet unknown.  

 

The two luminance-sensitive neurons L1 and L3 differ in their luminance-encoding 

properties. L1’s initial transient contrast response might reduce the operating range of the 

subsequent luminance-sensitive baseline. L3’s calcium responses show little adaptation 

and can utilize most of its operating range to encode luminance. L3 seems to invest this 

wider operating range into amplifying the darkest luminance values selectively and non-

linearly. Thus, a predominantly luminance-sensitive channel among LMCs may have 

evolved to selectively process stimuli in the low luminance range. The different linear and 

non-linear properties of L1 and L3 might further increase the dynamic range of luminance 

signaling (Odermatt et al., 2012). Together with the pure contrast sensitivity of L2, the first-

order interneurons in flies exhibit a wide range of sensitivities with respect to contrast and 

luminance, and our data confirm the functional relevance of the differential sensitivities. 

Diversifying feature encoding through distinct temporal properties of first-order interneurons 

is a strategy employed to reliably handle wide luminance ranges. 

 

Similarities and differences of peripheral processing strategies across species 

In flies, three first-order interneurons feed contrast and luminance information into 

downstream circuitry. In the mouse retina, more than 30 functionally distinct bipolar types 

show a spectrum of temporal filter properties rather than a strict transient-sustained 

dichotomy, thus capturing a larger diversity of temporal information in parallel channels 

(e.g., (Baden et al., 2016; Ichinose et al., 2014; Odermatt et al., 2012)). Many bipolar cell 

types resemble L1, in that they have both luminance and contrast signals in distinct 

response components (e.g., (Oesch and Diamond, 2011)). However, the degree of 

transiency varies from cell type to cell type, and some predominantly sustained bipolar cell 

types are also found, closely resembling the luminance-sensitive L3 (e.g., (Awatramani and 

Slaughter, 2000; Ichinose et al., 2014)). Such diversification of feature extraction at the 

periphery has been shown to be computationally advantageous, especially when 

processing complex natural scenes (e.g. (Odermatt et al., 2012; Rieke and Rudd, 2009)). 

For example, during daylight, visual scenes can differ in intensity by 4 to 5 log units, whereas 

electrical signals in cone photoreceptors reach a dynamic range of only two orders of 
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magnitude (Naka and Rushton, 1966; Normann and Perlman, 1979; Pouli et al., 2010; 

Schnapf et al., 1990).  

 

Although the vertebrate retina apparently has a much larger diversity of cell types to handle 

the wide and complex statistics of the visual environments, there is only a single layer of 

processing between photoreceptors and the first direction-selective cells, whereas in 

insects, there are two: the lamina and the medulla. It seems as if the combined properties 

of bipolar cells are spread across these two processing stages in the fly visual system: 

whereas some properties, such as diversity of temporal filtering starts in LMCs, contrast 

selectivity only emerges in medulla neurons and not directly in the first-order interneurons 

as it happens in bipolar cells. In both vertebrates and invertebrates, the emergence of ON 

selectivity occurs through inhibitory glutamatergic synapses, but whereas this happens at 

the photoreceptor-to-bipolar cell synapse in vertebrates, it happens one synapse further 

down between lamina and medulla neurons in flies (Masu et al., 1995; Molina-Obando et 

al., 2019). Taken together, LMCs and downstream medulla neurons combined appear to 

be the functional equivalents of vertebrate bipolar cell layers. Given the size limitations of 

the fly visual system to encode the same complex environment effectively, one benefit of 

this configuration with an extra layer could be that it allows more combinations. 

Furthermore, the photoreceptor-to-lamina synapse in the fly superposition eye already 

serves to spatially pool information from different photoreceptors (Braitenberg, 1967; 

Clandinin and Zipursky, 2002; Kirschfeld, 1967). In both visual systems, diversifying distinct 

information across several neurons could serve as a strategy to reliably respond to contrast 

when luminance conditions vary. 
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Methods 

  

Experimental model 

All flies were raised at 25 ºC and 65 % humidity on standard molasses-based fly food while 

being subjected to a 12:12h light-dark cycle. Two-photon experiments were conducted at 

room temperature (20 ºC) and behavioral experiments at 34 ºC. Female flies 2-4 days after 

eclosion were used for all experimental purposes. Lamina neuron driver lines used for 

genetic silencing and ort rescue experiments were L30595-Gal4 (Silies et al., 2013), L221Dhh-

Gal4 and L1C202a-Gal4 (Rister et al., 2007), and UAS-shi[ts], ort1,ninaE1 and Df(3R)BSC809 

were from BDSC (# 44222, 1946 and 27380). Since the ort1 mutant chromosomes also 

carries a mutation in ninaE1 (Drosophila rhodopsin1), we used the ort1 mutation in trans to 

a deficiency that uncovers the ort but not the ninaE locus. UAS-ort was first described in 

(Hong et al., 2006). For imaging experiments, GCaMP6f (BDSC #42747) was expressed 

using L1c202a-Gal4, L221Dhh-Gal4 (Rister et al., 2007), and L3MH56-Gal4 (Timofeev et al., 

2012). Detailed genotypes are given in Table 1. 

 

Table 1.: Genotypes used in this study. 

Name Genotype Figure 

Imaging 

 

 

L1>>GCaMP6f w+; L1c202a-Gal4 / +; UAS-GCaMP6f / + 

 

Fig 1, 2 

L2>>GCaMP6f w+; UAS-GCaMP6f / +; L221Dhh-Gal4 / + 

  

Fig 2 

 

L3>>GCaMP6f w+; L3MH56-Gal4 / +; UAS-GCaMP6f / + 

 

Fig 2 

Behavior  

UAS-shibirets 

control 

w+; + / +; UAS-shits / + 

 

Fig 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 

S1, S2 

L3-Gal4 control w+; +/ +; L30595-Gal4 /+   

 

Fig 4 

L3 silencing  w+; +/ +; L30595-Gal4 /UAS- shits  

 

Fig 4 

L1-Gal4 control w+; L1c202a-Gal4 / +; + /+   

 

Fig 3, 6, S1 

L1 silencing  w+; L1c202a-Gal4 / +; + /UAS- shits  Fig 3, 6, S1 
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L1-Gal4, L3-Gal4 

control 

w+; L1c202a-Gal4 / +; L30595-Gal4 /+   

 

Fig 4 

L1, L3 silencing w+; L1c202a-Gal4 / +; L30595-Gal4 /UAS- shits  

 

Fig 4 

ort mutant  w+; UAS-ort / +; ort1,ninaE1 / Df(3R)BSC809 

 

Fig 3, 4, 6 

L3 ort +/- control w+; + / +; L30595-Gal4, ort1, ninaE1 / + 

 

Fig 4 

L3 ort rescue w+; UAS-ort / +; L30595-Gal4, ort1,ninaE1 / 

Df(3R)BSC809 

 

Fig 4 

L1 ort +/- control w+; L1c202a-Gal4 / +, ort1, ninaE1  / + 

 

Fig 3, 6 

L1 ort rescue w+; UAS-ort / +; L1[c202a]; ort1,ninaE1 / 

Df(3R)BSC809 

 

Fig 3, 6 

L2-Gal4 control w+; + /+; L221Dhh-Gal4 / +   

 

Fig 5,S2  

L2 silencing  w+; + / +; L221Dhh-Gal4 /UAS- shits  

 

Fig 5, S2 

L1-Gal4, L2-Gal4 

control 

w+; L1c202a-Gal4 / +; L221Dhh-Gal4 /+   

 

Fig 5, S2 

L1, L2 silencing w+; L1c202a-Gal4 / +; L221Dhh-Gal4 /UAS- shits  

 

Fig 5, S2  

  

Behavioral experiments 

Behavioral experiments were performed as described in (Ketkar et al., 2020). In brief, all 

experiments were conducted at 34 ºC, a restrictive temperature for Shibirets (Kitamoto, 

2001). Female flies were cold anesthetized and glued to the tip of a needle at their thorax 

using UV-hardened Norland optical adhesive. A 3D micromanipulator positioned the fly 

above an air-cushioned polyurethane ball (Kugel-Winnie, Bamberg, Germany), 6 mm in 

diameter, and located at the center of a cylindrical LED arena that spanned 192º in azimuth 

and 80º in elevation (Reiser and Dickinson, 2008). The LED panels arena (IO Rodeo, CA, 

USA) consisted of 570 nm LEDs and was enclosed in a dark chamber. The pixel resolution 

was ~2º at the fly elevation. Rotation of the ball was sampled at 120 Hz with two wireless 

optical sensors (Logitech Anywhere MX 1, Lausanne, Switzerland), positioned toward the 
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center of the ball and at 90º to each other (setup described in (Seelig et al., 2010). Custom 

written C#-code was used to acquire ball movement data. MATLAB (Mathworks, MA, USA) 

was used to coordinate stimulus presentation and data acquisition. Data for each stimulus 

sequence were acquired for 15-20 minutes, depending on the number of distinct epochs in 

the sequence (see ‘visual stimulation’ for details). 

  

Visual stimulation for behavior 

The stimulation panels consist of green LEDs that can show 16 different, linearly spaced 

intensity levels. To measure the presented luminance, candela/m2 values were first 

measured from the position of the fly using a LS-100 luminance meter (Konika Minolta, NJ, 

USA). Then, these values were transformed to photons incidence per photoreceptor per 

second, following the procedure described by (Dubs et al., 1981). The highest native LED 

luminance was approximately 11.77 * 105 photons * s-1 * photoreceptor-1 (corresponding to 

a measured luminance of 51.34 cd/m2), and the luminance meter read 0 candela/ m2 when 

all LEDs were off. For all experiments, a 0.9 neutral density filter foil (Lee filters) was placed 

in front of the panels, such that the highest LED level corresponded to 14.71 *104 photons*s-

1*receptor-1. 

Fly behavior was measured in an open-loop paradigm where either ON or OFF edges were 

presented. For every set of ON or OFF edges, each epoch was presented for around 60 to 

80 trials. Each trial consisted of an initial static pattern (i.e., the first frame of the upcoming 

pattern) shown for 500 ms followed by 750 ms of edge motion. Inter-trial intervals were 1s. 

All edges from a set were randomly interleaved and presented in a mirror-symmetric fashion 

(moving to the right, or to the left) to account for potential biases in individual flies or 

introduced when positioning on the ball. 

 

The ON edge stimuli comprised four edges, each covering 48º arena space. All ON edges 

moved with the angular speed of 160º/s. Thus, within a 750 ms stimulus epoch, the edge 

motion repeated thrice: After each repetition, the now bright arena was reset to the pre-

motion lower LED level, and the next repetition followed immediately, picking up from the 

positions where the edges terminated in the first repetition. This way, each edge virtually 

moved continuously. The following sets of ON edges were presented: 

1. 100% contrast edges: Here, the edges were made of 5 different luminance values (i.e., 

five unique epochs), moving on a complete dark background. Thus, the pre-motion LED 

level was zero, and the edges assumed the intensities 7%, 14%, 27%, 53% or 100% of 

the highest LED intensity (corresponding to the luminances: 0.98, 1.96, 3.92, 7.84 or 

14.71 *104 photons*s-1*receptor-1 luminance). Thus, every epoch comprised 100% 

Michelson contrast. The inter-trial interval consisted of a dark screen. 
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2. Mixed-contrast edges – full range: The set comprised of seven distinct epochs, each 

with a different Michelson contrast value (11%, 25%, 33%, 43%, 67%, 82% and 100%). 

Here, the edge luminance was maintained constant at 67% of the highest LED intensity, 

across epochs, and the background luminance varied. The inter-trial interval showed a 

uniformly lit screen with luminance equivalent to the edge luminance. 

3. Mixed-contrast edges – low contrast range: The set comprised of four distinct epochs, 

with contrasts from the range 9%, 18%, 27% and 36%. Here, edge luminances and 

background luminances both varied: The edge luminances assumed the intensities 

80%, 87%, 93% and 100% of the highest LED intensity, whereas the background 

intensities were 67%, 60%, 53% and 47% of the highest LED intensity, respectively. 

The inter-trial interval consisted of a dark screen. 

 

For the experiments concerning OFF edges, a set of five OFF edges comprising 100% 

Weber contrast was used as described in (Ketkar et al., 2020). Epoch consisted of a single 

OFF edge presented at one of five different uniformly lit backgrounds. The edge luminance 

was always ~zero, whereas the five different background luminances were 7%, 14%, 27%, 

54% and 100% of the highest LED intensity (corresponding to five different background 

luminances: 0.98, 1.96, 3.92, 7.84 or 14.71 *104 photons*s-1*receptor-1). The inter-trial 

interval consisted of a dark screen. 

 

Behavioral data analysis 

Fly turning behavior was defined as yaw velocities that were derived as described in (Seelig 

et al., 2010), leading to a positive turn when flies turned in the direction of the stimulation 

and to a negative turn in the opposite case. Turning elicited by the same epoch moving 

either to the right or to the left were aggregated to compute the mean response of the fly to 

that epoch. Turning responses are presented as angular velocities (rad/s) averaged across 

flies ± SEM. Peak velocities were calculated over the stimulus motion period (750ms), 

shifted by 100 ms to account for a response delay, and relative to a baseline defined as the 

last 200 ms of the preceding inter-stimulus intervals. For the moving edges of 100% contrast 

and varying luminance, relation between peak velocities and luminance was assessed by 

fitting a straight line (V = a*log(luminance) + b) to the peak velocities of individual flies and 

quantifying the mean slope (a) ± SEM across flies. When comparing the slopes computed 

for behavior and L1 physiology, the two data types were first normalized for individual flies 

for behavior and individual regions of interest (ROIs) for L1 physiology (Figure 1E). For the 

ort rescue experiments, rescue efficiency was calculated at each stimulus luminance as 

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑢𝑒 =
𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑢𝑒 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙−

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙+ − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙−
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where Erescue is the fractional rescue efficiency, rescue is the mean peak velocity of the 

rescue genotype such as L1 rescue, control- is the mean peak velocity of the ort null mutant 

negative control and control+ stands for the mean peak velocity of the positive heterozygous 

ort1 control (e.g., L1-Gal4; ort1/+). Statistical significance of Erescue differences was tested 

using a permutation test. Specifically, flies of the genotypes L1 ort rescue and L3 ort rescue 

were shuffled 1000 times and the difference between their rescue efficiencies was obtained 

each time. The difference values so obtained gave a probability distribution that 

approximated a normal distribution. The efficiency difference was considered significant 

when it corresponded to less than 5% probability on both tails of the distribution. 

Mean turning of flies as well as the slopes from control and experimental genotypes were 

normal distributed as tested using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p > 0.05). Two-tailed 

Student’s t tests and Bonferroni-Holm correction were performed between genotypes. Data 

points were considered significantly different only when the experimental group significantly 

differed from both genetic controls. Flies with a baseline forward walking speed of less than 

2 mm/s were discarded from the analysis. This resulted in rejection of approximately 25% 

of all flies. 

  

Two-photon imaging 

Female flies were anesthetized on ice before placing them onto a sheet of stainless-steel 

foil bearing a hole that fit the thorax and head of the flies. Flies they were head fixated using 

UV-sensitive glue (Bondic). The head of the fly was tilted downward, looking toward the 

stimulation screen and their back of the head was exposed to the microscope objective. To 

optically access the optic lobe, a small window was cut in the cuticle on the back of the head 

using sharp forceps. During imaging, the brain was perfused with a carboxygenated saline-

sugar imaging solution composed of 103 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 5 mM TES, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 

4 mM MgCl2, 1.5 mM CaCl2,10 mM trehalose, 10 mM glucose, 7 mM sucrose, and 26 mM 

NaHCO3. Dissections were done in the same solution, but lacking calcium and sugars. The 

pH of the saline equilibrated near 7.3 when bubbled with 95% O2 / 5% CO2. The two-photon 

experiments for Figure 2 were performed using a Bruker Investigator microscope (Bruker, 

Madison,WI, USA), equipped with a 25x/NA1.1 objective (Nikon, Minato, Japan). An 

excitation laser (Spectraphysics Insight DS+) tuned to 920 nm was used to excite GCaMP6f, 

applying 5-15 mW of power at the sample. For experiments in Figure 1, a Bruker Ultima 

microscope, equipped with a 20x/NA1.0 objective (Leica, Jerusalem, Israel) was used. Here 

the excitation laser (YLMO-930 Menlo Systems, Martinsried, Germany) had a fixed 930 nm 

wavelength, and a power of 5-15 mW was applied at the sample. 
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In both setups, emitted light was sent through a SP680 shortpass filter, a 560 lpxr dichroic 

filter and a 525/70 emission filter. Data was acquired at a frame rate of ~10 to 15Hz and 

around 6–8x optical zoom, using PrairieView software. 

 

Visual stimulation for imaging 

For the staircase stimuli and light flashes of different luminances, the visual stimuli were 

generated by custom-written software using C++ and OpenGL and projected onto an 8cm 

x 8cm rear projection screen placed anterior to the fly and covering 60º of the fly visual 

system in azimuth and 60º in elevation. These experiments were performed with the Bruker 

Investigator microscope. 

For ON-moving edges, the stimulus was generated by custom-written software using the 

Python package PsychoPy (Peirce, 2008), and then projected onto a 9cm x 9cm rear 

projection screen placed anterior to the fly at a 45º angle and covering 80º of the fly visual 

system in azimuth and 80º in elevation. These experiments were performed with the Bruker 

Ultima microscope. 

Both stimuli were projected using a LightCrafter (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA), 

updating stimuli at a frame rate of 100 Hz. Before reaching the fly eye, stimuli were filtered 

by a 482/18 band pass filter and a ND1.0 neutral density filter (Thorlabs). The luminance 

values are measured using the same procedure described above for the behavioral 

experiments. The maximum luminance value measured at the fly position was 2.17*105 

photons s-1 photoreceptor-1 for the staircase and random luminance stimulation, and 2.4*105 

photons s-1 photoreceptor-1 for the ON-moving edge stimulation. The imaging and the visual 

stimulus presentation were synchronized as described previously (Freifeld et al., 2013). 

  

Staircase stimulation 

The stimulus consisted of 10s full-field flashes of 5 different luminances (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 

and 1∗ of the maximal luminance Imax). The different luminance epochs were presented first 

in an increasing order (from darkness to full brightness) then in a decreasing order (full 

brightness to darkness). This sequence was repeated ~3-5 times. 

  

Flashes of different luminances 

The stimulus consisted of 10s full-field flashes of 5 different luminances (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 

and 1∗ of the maximal luminance Imax). The order between the flashes was pseudo-

randomized and the stimulus sequence was presented for ~300s. 

 

ON moving edges at different luminances 
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Here, the edges were made of 6 different luminance values (corresponding to 0.16, 0.31, 

0.62, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4 *105 photons*s-1*receptor-1 luminance), moving on a dark background. 

The inter-stimulus interval was 4 seconds of darkness. 

  

Two photon data analysis 

Staircase stimulation and randomized flashes of different luminances 

Data processing was performed offline using MATLAB R2019a (The MathWorks Inc., 

Natick, MA). To correct for motion artifacts, individual images were aligned to a reference 

image composed of a maximum intensity projection of the first 30 frames. The average 

intensity for manually selected ROIs was computed for each imaging frame and background 

subtracted to generate a time trace of the response. All responses and visual stimuli were 

interpolated at 10 Hz and trial averaged. Neural responses are shown as relative 

fluorescence intensity changes over time (ΔF/F0). To calculate ΔF/F0, the mean of the 

whole trace was used as F0. In some recordings, a minority of ROIs responded in opposite 

polarity (positively correlated with stimulus), as described previously (Fisher et al., 2015). 

These ROIs have their receptive fields outside the stimulation screen (Fisher et al., 2015; 

Freifeld et al., 2013). To discard these and other noisy ROIs, we only used ROIs that were 

negatively correlated (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient) with the stimulus. Plateau 

responses were calculated as the mean of the last 2 seconds within each luminance 

presentation. In the randomized flashes of different luminances, plateau response values 

of the highest luminance epoch were subtracted for each plateau response to get a 

comparable relationship between each neuron for visualization (this leads to 0 plateau 

response for each neuron in the highest luminance condition). Mutual information between 

luminance and response was calculated according to (Ross, 2014). To characterize the 

distinct luminance-response relationships of L1 and L3, the difference of Pearson 

correlation and Spearman’s rank correlation was used as a non-linearity index. This value 

will reach zero if there is a strict linear relationship between luminance and response.  

 

ON moving edges at different luminances 

Data processing was performed offline using Python 2.7 (Van Rossum 1995). Motion 

correction was performed using the SIMA Python package’s Hidden Markov Model based 

motion correction algorithm (Kaifosh et al., 2014). The average intensity for manually 

selected ROIs was computed for each imaging frame and background subtracted to 

generate a time trace of the response. To calculate ΔF/F0, the mean of the whole trace was 

used as F0. The traces were then trial averaged. Responses of ROIs for each epoch was 

calculated as the absolute difference between the mean of the full darkness background 
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epoch and the minimum of the ON edge presentation (minimum values are chosen because 

L1 neurons respond to ON stimuli with hyperpolarization). 

 

 

Statistics  

Throughout the analysis procedure, mean of quantified variables were calculated first for all 

ROIs within a fly, and then between flies. All statistical analysis was performed between 

flies. For normally distributed data sets, a two-tailed Student t test for unpaired 

(independent) samples was used. For other data sets, Wilcoxon rank-sum was used for 

statistical analysis. Normality was tested using Lilliefors test (p>0.05). One way ANOVA 

was used followed by multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method for determining 

statistical significance between pairs of groups.  
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Supplementary figures 

 

 

 

 

Figure S1: L1 is required for ON behavior across a range of contrasts. (A) Turning responses of the 

controls (gray) and L1-silenced flies (orange) in response to the moving ON edges of different contrasts, 

ranging from 11% to 100%. (B) Peak turning velocities quantified during the motion period, *p < 0.05, ***p < 

0.01, ***p < 0.001, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls. Sample sizes are n = 9 (UAS-shits/+, 

L1c202a >>shits) and n = 5 (L1c202a-Gal4/+). (C) Turning velocity time traces of the controls and L3-silenced flies 

in response to the moving ON edges of different contrasts, ranging from 9% to 36%. (D) Peak turning 

velocities quantified during the motion period, *p < 0.05, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls. 

Sample sizes are n = 8 (UAS-shits/+), n = 8 (L1c202a >>shits) and n = 5 (L1c202a -Gal4/+). Traces and plots show 

mean ± SEM. The gray box region in (A) and (C) indicates motion duration. 
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Figure S2: L1 and L2 together are required for ON behavior across a range of contrasts. (A) Turning 

velocity time traces of the Gal4 control (gray) and L2-silenced flies (purple) in response to the moving ON 

edges of different contrasts, ranging from 11% to 100%. (B) Peak turning velocities quantified during the 

motion period. Sample sizes are n = 9 (UAS-shits/+), n = 8 (L221Dhh >>shits) and n = 8 (L221Dhh-Gal4/+). (C) 

Turning velocity time traces of the Gal4 control and L1,L2-silenced flies (brown) in response to the moving 

ON edges of different contrasts, ranging from 11% to 100%. (D) Peak turning velocities quantified during the 

motion period, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both controls. Sample 

sizes are n = 9 (UAS-shits/+),n = 8 (L1,L2 >>shits) and n = 9 (L1,L2 -Gal4/+). Traces and plots show mean ± 

SEM. The gray box region in (A) and (C) indicates motion duration. 
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4.1 Introduction 

 

Sensory systems are robust in detecting diverse sensory features despite being challenged 

by constantly changing conditions. The detection and processing of these features has 

classically been assigned to specific neuronal pathways. Thus, feature detection has been 

studied by looking at responses of distinct neurons and how the sensory signal is 

transformed after each synaptic connection. How neurons are connected in these pathways 

is studied in the field of connectomics. Comparing wiring diagrams, or connectomes, across 

animals and systems have revealed common connectivity characteristics (Barsotti et al., 

2021). One ubiquitous aspect to highlight is the existence of multiple and parallel 

connections between neurons. Since parallel connections offers multiple ways to convey 

information between two points, it is hypothesized that such circuit architecture leads to a 

robust feature detection.  

 

In the Drosophila ON pathway, a parallel connectivity implements contrast selectivity. In 

brief, ON selectivity arises in ON medulla neurons downstream of lamina inputs (Behnia et 

al., 2014; Strother et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2016). Lamina interneurons L1, L2 and L3, 

diversify and distribute contrast and luminance information in both pathways (Ketkar et al., 

2021). The ON-pathway neuron Mi1 receives parallel inputs from L1 and L3 (Takemura et 

al., 2013). Since these two lamina neurons contact other medulla neurons as well, which 

directly or indirectly connect to Mi1, the L1 and L3 pathways are multisynaptic. Furthermore, 

the functional implementation of ON selectivity in Mi1 is also multisynaptic and involves a 

distributed action of glutamate-gated chloride channels (GluCls) (Molina-Obando et al., 

2019).  Thus, the extraction of ON uses a parallel and multisynaptic circuit architecture. 

Here we test if this architecture underlies robustness by individual disruption or recue of 

different Mi1 input pathways. Complementing physiological experiments, if function 

emerges from patterns of connectivity is being tested by analysis of connectivity. Graph 

theory, a field in mathematics studying graphs, is being used for that purpose (Schlegel et 

al., 2021; Shih et al., 2015). Considering a neural circuit as a graph with nodes (neurons) 

and edges (connections), analyses can uncover patterns of information flow as well as 

critical nodes -or hubs- where parallel inputs converge. Since the wiring diagram for the ON 

pathway is available (Takemura et al., 2015, 2013) and includes all ON-pathway neurons 

so far described (Arenz et al., 2017; Meier and Borst, 2019; Strother et al., 2017), we use 

graph theory to predict impairments in behavioral responses upon hub neuron disruption. 

Altogether, this study, either through cell- or gene-type specific manipulations and 

connectome analysis, tests how parallel input pathways implement a robust function.  
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Here, a connectome analysis reveals Mi1 as a critical hub neuron for information flow, 

followed by other neurons, like L5. Measuring fly optomotor responses while genetically 

silencing the activity of single neurons, we confirm that Mi1 is required for ON behavior, as 

previously shown (Strother et al., 2017), but using a wider range of contrast and luminance 

conditions. Moreover, the relative behavioral impact of silencing L5 compared to silencing 

Mi1, correlates with connectome prediction. Using 2-photon calcium imaging to measure 

Mi1 responses while silencing the L1 and/or the L3 pathway, we show that these input 

pathways are not required to implement ON responses. A further connectome analysis 

complemented by transsynaptic mapping of postsynaptic partners uncovers L2-to-Mi1 

indirect pathways involving L5, Lawf2 and T1 as candidate interneurons. Furthermore, with 

a gain of function experiments, we show that the GluCl pathway is sufficient to implement 

ON responses in Mi1. Altogether, this work shows that individual input elements are 

sufficient but not necessarily required to implement ON responses in Mi1. Our study reveals 

parallel input pathways converging on Mi1 and suggest that they are part of a degenerate 

circuit architecture. 

 

4.2 Results 

 

4.2.1 Connectomics’ analysis to predict function 

Mi1 is an anatomical hub in the ON pathway 

The functionality of highly interconnected networks specially depends on nodes that, based 

on their local and global connectivity, act as critical components (Bullmore and Bassett, 

2011; Fornito et al., 2016; Sporns, 2018). To identify critical convergence nodes in the ON-

pathway circuitry (Figure 1A), we used a published medulla dataset retrieved from 

NeuroNLP.Medulla (fruitflybrain.org), and analyzed intracolumnar connectivity across 

seven different medulla columns (e.g., home column Figure 1A-B) (see methods for detailed 

analysis). We first asked how interconnected a neuron (node in the graph) is with respect 

to all other neurons by quantifying the number of first (direct), second and third order 

connected partners (Figure 1B-C) as well as respective synaptic counts (Figure 1D). Out of 

eight medulla neurons in the ON-pathway microcircuitry, we found that Mi1 is the neuron 

with the most first-order postsynaptic partners and connections. Analyzing first and second 

order connections, we found that L5 has the most second-order connected partners and 

respective synaptic counts and C2 with the most third-order connections. To have a more 

https://medulla.neuronlp.fruitflybrain.org/
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precise measure of local vs global connectivity, as well as information flow, we performed 

a graph analysis of centrality (Figure 1E-G). We found that Mi1 is the node with the highest 

local connectivity (Figure 1E), the highest global connectivity (Figure 1F) and the highest 

influence on information flow (Figure 1G). Furthermore, Tm3 and L5, although not so 

relevant in global connectivity (Figure 1F), are the most critical nodes after Mi1 for local 

connectivity (Figure 1E) and information flow (Figure G). Tm3 is the second node with more 

first-order inputs to other neurons, and L5, the one with more second-order connections 

(Figure 1C). Altogether, this analysis show that Mi1 is the most critical neuron in the ON 

pathway circuitry, followed by L5 or Tm3. 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  Mi1 is an anatomical hub in the ON pathway. (A) Network representation of the ON pathway circuit 

from the home column. Nodes of the network are neurons and edges their connections. All neurons included in 

the analysis are shown, with ON-pathway medulla neurons highlighted in blue.  (B) Example quantification of 

first- (direct), second- and third-order connections in the home column. (C) Quantification of direct and indirect 
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number of partners and connections across seven medulla columns. (D) Degree of centrality to measure local 

connectivity. It gives for a node the fraction of nodes it is connected to, normalized by dividing by the maximum 

possible degree in a simple network n-1 where n is the number of nodes in the network (see methods). (E) 

PageRank eigenvector to measure unbiased global connectivity (see methods). (F) Betweenness centrality to 

measure information flow in a node (see methods). It is the sum of the fraction of all-pairs shortest paths that 

pass through the node. 

 

4.2.2 Behavioral impact of circuit hub function 

Mi1 is required for ON behavior at different contrasts and luminances 

It has been proposed that function is an emergent property of network connectivity. If indeed 

this is true, and our connectome analysis allows to predict hub neurons for information 

processing, they should be functionally relevant for processing ON signals across 

conditions and their role be reflected in behavior. To test this, we measured visually guided 

ON behavior across different stimulus conditions while disrupting Mi1´s synaptic outputs. 

For that, we quantified turning behavior to visual motion stimuli of flies on a fly-on-a-ball 

assay. While doing so, we specifically silenced Mi1’s activity by expressing Shibirets 

(Kitamoto, 2001), a dominant-negative allele of dynamin that disrupts endocytosis and leads 

to neurotransmitter release disruption (Figure 2). First, we tested fly behavior with 100% 

Michaelson contrast ON edges moving at 5 different luminances. While control flies turned 

in the direction of the moving edge at all luminances, Mi1-silenced flies barely turned to the 

moving edge across conditions and their peak velocities were significantly impaired at all 

luminances (Figure 2A-B). To test if Mi1´s role generalizes to other contrasts steps, we 

showed the flies moving ON edges ranging from 11 to 100% Michaelson contrast (Figure 2 

C-D). While control flies turned to all contrast steps and their response scaled with contrast, 

Mi1-silenced flies showed significant turning deficits at different contrasts steps (Figure 2C-

D). 

 

If the measures of connectivity and centrality allow to predict relative function between 

neurons, L5 should also contribute to ON behavior, but be less relevant as compared to 

Mi1. To test this, we measured visually guided ON behavior while disrupting L5 under the 

same conditions used with Mi1 silenced flies. Both control and L5 silenced flies turned 

equally fast to all ON moving edges at five different luminances (Figure 2E-F). When flies 

were shown different ON contrasts steps (Figure 2G), L5 silenced flies turned overall less 

than controls with peak quantifications showing significant differences at some contrasts 

(Figure 2H). Thus, L5 also contributes to contrast coding in the ON pathway. Importantly, 

the impact of silencing L5 is smaller compared to blocking the outputs of Mi1, confirming 

the prediction made by the connectome analysis. Altogether, our behavioral data confirm 
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that connectivity and centrality measures correlate with the functional importance of these 

neurons for ON behavior. 
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Figure 2: Mi1 is required for ON behavior at different contrast and luminances. (A) Turning responses of 

flies where Mi1 was silenced (blue) and Gal4 control (grey) color-coded according to 100% contrast ON edge 

at five different luminances. (B) Peak velocities quantified for each of the five edges during the motion period, 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both Gal4 and UAS controls. Sample 

sizes are n = 8 (Mi1>>shits), n = 6 (Mi1-Gal4/+), and n = 10 (UAS- shits). (C) Turning responses of the control 

(grey) and Mi1-silenced flies (blue) in response to the moving ON edges of different contrasts, ranging from 

11% to 100%. (D) Peak turning velocities quantified during the motion period, *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001, two-tailed 

Student’s t tests against Gal4 and UAS controls. Sample sizes are n = 8 (Mi1 -Gal4/+, Mi1 >>shits) and n = 9 

(UAS-shits/+). (E) Turning responses of flies where L5 was silenced (mustard) and Gal4 control (grey), color-

coded according to 100% contrast ON edge at five different luminances. (F) Peak velocities quantified for each 

of the five edges during the motion period, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, two-tailed Student’s t tests against 

both Gal4 and UAS controls. Sample sizes are n = 8 (L5>>shits), n = 9 (L5-Gal4/+), and n = 10 (UAS- shits). (G) 

Turning responses of the control (grey) and L5-silenced flies (mustard) in response to the moving ON edges of 

different contrasts, ranging from 11% to 100%. (H) Peak turning velocities quantified during the motion period, 

*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001, two-tailed Student’s t tests against both Gal4 and UAS controls. Sample sizes are n = 

7 (L5 -Gal4/+, Mi1 >>shits) and n = 9 (UAS-shits/+). 

 

 

4.2.3 Parallel inputs behind ON contrast detection  

L1 and L3 are not required for ON responses in Mi1 

Mi1 appears to be a critical convergence of parallel information from the lamina. If these 

different pathways are there to individually implement ON responses in Mi1, single pathway 

inputs would not be required for Mi1´s activity. To address this, we silenced the two first 

order (direct) inputs L1 or L3 while measuring Mi1 ON responses. For that, we visually 

stimulated the flies with 100% contrast 5 second ON flash while recording Mi1 calcium 

signals. Mi1 control responses to the ON flash show an initial transient peak followed by a 

plateau (Figure 3) (Behnia et al., 2014; Molina-Obando et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2016). L1-

silenced flies show similar response trace as compared to controls and quantification of the 

ON step and the plateau amplitudes show no significant difference (Figure 3A-B). This 

shows that acute silencing of L1 is not required for Mi1 responses. Similarly, when L3 

neurons were silenced, there was no change in response trace and quantification of ON 

step and plateau (Figure 3C-D) compared to controls, showing that this second direct 

lamina input is also not individually required. Interestingly, when L1 and L3 were silenced 

together, ON responses in Mi1 also remained (Figure 3 E-F), arguing that indirect inputs, 

independent of L1 and L3 function, are also required to implement ON responses in Mi1.  

Altogether, we show that the L1 and L3 pathway inputs are neither individually nor together 

required for Mi1 responses.  
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Figure 3: L1 and L3 are not required for ON responses in Mi1. (A) Mi1 ON calcium responses to a 5 second 

ON flash where L1 was silenced (orange) and its UAS control (grey). Sample sizes are n = 5(85) (L1>>shits), 

and n = 8(92) (UAS- shits). (B) Quantification of the ON step and plateau amplitudes, n.s. = p>0.05, two-tailed 

Student’s t tests between L3 silencing and controls. (C) Mi1 ON calcium responses to a 5 second ON flash 

where L3 was silenced (green) and its UAS control (grey). Sample sizes are n = 7(70) (L3>>shits), and n = 8(92) 

(UAS- shits). (D) Quantification of the ON step and plateau amplitudes, n.s. = p>0.05, two-tailed Student’s t tests 

between L3 silencing and controls. (E) Mi1 ON calcium responses to a 5 second ON flash where L1 and L3 

were silenced (gold) and its UAS control (grey). Sample sizes are n = 7(82) (L1,L3>>shits), and n = 8(92) (UAS-

Shib). (F) Quantification of the ON step and plateau amplitudes, n.s. = p>0.05, two-tailed Student’s t tests 

between L3 silencing and controls. Sample size shows #flies(#cells). 

 

 

L5, T1 and Lawf2 are candidate interneurons connecting L2 and Mi1 

In alignment with an implementation of function by different input pathways, Mi1 is highly 

interconnected with other neurons (Takemura et al., 2013). Recent behavioral experiments 

uncovered L2 as an ON-pathway input (Ketkar et al., 2021). Since L2 does not directly 

synapses onto and Mi1, indirect connections between L2 and Mi1 might implement ON 
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responses. To identify putative interneurons, we analyzed all neuronal paths from L2 to Mi1 

(see methods). High network interconnectivity will allow to always find an indirect 

connection between all neurons in a circuit. The total number of uncovered paths and path 

length will eventually exceed what is biologically plausible. Therefore, we concentrated on 

shorter paths that included the maximum number of synapses. For that, for each path we 

summed the synaptic counts along the path and normalized this quantity by the path length 

(number of synapses along the path) before we ranked them. This analysis revealed T1 

and L5 as candidate interneurons participating in significantly higher-ranked paths, with L5 

as direct Mi1 input in both cases (Figure 4A). We also used a different approach to uncover 

interneurons directly downstream of L2 that might not be yet represented in the 

connectome. We used the genetic tool trans Tango (Talay et al., 2017) which allows the 

genetic labeling of postsynaptic neurons of L2. We marked L2 with myrGFP and its 

postsynaptic partners as revealed by transTango with tdTomato. This identified L5 and 

Lawf2 as neurons projecting to layers where Mi1 dendrites are located, and T1 as a neuron 

projecting to layer M2, where L5 projections lay (Figure 4B-C).  

 

 

 

Figure 4. L5 and T1 are candidate interneurons between L2 and Mi1. (A) Weight-ranked neuronal paths 

between L2 and Mi1. Inset, path representation of significantly high-ranked paths. (B) Schematic of candidate 

neurons (gray) belonging to a functional input pathway between L2 (purple) and Mi1 (blue). (C) L2 (green) 

postsynaptic partners (red) uncovered by trans-Tango (Talay et al., 2017). White arrows point to the neuronal 

projections of identified postsynaptic partners. Asterisk marks the cell body. Scale bar = 20 um.  
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An Mi1 input pathway that is not required for ON responses is sufficient under distinct 

conditions 

Parallel input pathways appear to be in place to implement ON responses in Mi1 neurons, 

and their individual action might implement ON responses. To test this, we next asked 

whether an input, although not being individually required to implement ON selectivity is 

sufficient. For that, we made use of the finding that ON responses in Mi1 are broadly 

dependent on the glutamate-gated chloride channel GluClα (Molina-Obando et al., 2019). 

We used this system to selectively restore GluClα just in Mi1 and thus asked whether just 

the direct glutamatergic inputs to Mi1 could be sufficient for Mi1 function. For that, we 

rescued GluClα expression in GluClα mutant flies specifically in Mi1 and compared Mi1 

responses to a control condition with all inputs intact (Figure 5A). We first asked if both 

spatial and temporal properties of Mi1 could be rescued. Flies, adapted to an intermediate 

luminance level, were stimulated with 5° ternary noise bars in azimuth changing in 

luminance every 50ms (see methods).  To extract space-time receptive fields (STRFs), we 

computed the response reverse correlation with the stimulation.  Mean STRFs across 

neurons was computed by a center-alignment of response maximum of individual cells. For 

both control and rescue flies, Mi1 responses showed a positive correlation (red) with 

stimulus increments (ON) in the receptive field (RF) center, as previously described (Arenz 

et al., 2017), (Figure 5B, left). Time and space filters showed no differences between 

controls and rescued flies (Figure 5B, right). These data indicates that direct glutamatergic 

inputs are sufficient for ON spatial and temporal properties.  

 

Robustness in feature detection implies that the circuit properly does its job despite of ever-

changing conditions. To address this, we tested if these glutamatergic inputs were also 

sufficient under distinct, challenging scenarios. First, we measured Mi1 ON responses in 

suddenly changing luminances. For that, we visually stimulated flies with a 100% 

Michaelson contrast sinusoidal moving at 1 cycle per second (1hz) at five different 

luminances (Figure 5C). The sinusoidal wave moved for four seconds preceded and 

followed by 4 seconds of dark adaptation. Both control and rescued flies showed an 

increase in Mi1´s calcium response during stimulation bouts (increase in mean response) 

and their contrast responses followed the 1hz oscillation frequency of the stimulation (1hz 

osc.), generating 4 local maximums in four seconds (Figure 5C).  To measure how well the 

response could follow the stimulation, we quantified the power of the 1hz component in 

Fourier space. Control and rescue flies elicited the same 1 Hz power and the same mean 

response amplitude across luminances (Figure 5D). This data first reveals that Mi1 elicits 

luminance-invariant responses to 100% contrasts, a computation that likely relies on several 
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inputs. Importantly, direct glutamatergic inputs can fully rescue response under changing 

conditions.  

 

Since flies encounter not only changes in overall luminance but other conditions can 

challenge contrast detection in their natural environments, we then asked if a single input 

could also be sufficient to encode contrast responses at different noise levels. For that, we 

kept an intermediate level of luminance while presenting a 100% Michaelson contrast 

sinusoidal moving at 1 cycle per second (1hz) at five different noise levels. Mi1 responses 

scaled with noise, having higher 1 Hz oscillations at lower noise levels, while mean 

response across bouts remained constant (Figure 5E). Both control and rescue flies elicited 

the same 1 Hz power and the same mean response amplitude across contrasts (Figure 5F). 

This indicates that direct glutamatergic inputs are also sufficient to encode contrast 

responses at different levels of noise.  

 

Our data and previous research have shown that Mi1 response to an ON flash has two 

components: a transient peak and a sustained plateau (Behnia et al., 2014; Molina-Obando 

et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2016). The plateau component suggest that Mi1 could carry 

information about overall luminance, as shown for the sustained components of lamina 

neurons L1 and L3 (Ketkar et al., 2021, 2020). To test if indeed Mi1 carries luminance 

information, we visually stimulated flies with different, randomly interleaved, luminance 

steps. The responses of single Mi1s, for both control and rescued conditions seem to 

increase and decrease following the stimulation (Figure 5G). To measure this, we quantified 

the response amplitude at the end of each stimulus luminance step (Figure 5H). Mi1 

responses show a luminance dependency, being higher at high luminances. Importantly, 

responses were similar in both controls and rescued flies (Figure 5H), suggesting that direct 

glutamatergic inputs are also sufficient for luminance encoding. Taken together, these 

findings reveal that direct glutamatergic inputs to Mi1 are sufficient to implement ON 

responses under distinct conditions. In sum, our data supports that anatomically distinct 

parallel pathways can mediate the same (or very similar) function, here ON responses, in a 

critical ON pathway neuron which is required for visually guided ON behavior. This aligns 

with the idea that neuronal circuits are degenerate.  
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Figure 5. An Mi1 input pathway is sufficient for ON responses under distinct conditions. (A) Schematic 

representation of the two compared circuit scenarios behind ON responses, based on the functional 

implementation of ON selectivity proposed in (Molina-Obando et al., 2019). Left, circuit schematic for rescue 

flies. Rescue of all direct GluClα -mediated inputs, in a GluClα mutant fly, is shown in green, whereas the 
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remaining disrupted inputs are marked with a red X. Right, circuit schematic for control flies. Intact GluClα -

mediated inputs are in blue for the sake of comparison with rescue flies. For both circuit schematics, other 

cholinergic and GABAergic inputs are depicted in black, based on the current knowledge of neurotransmitter 

identity of, and receptor expression in ON-pathway neurons (Davis et al., 2020). (B) Space- time receptive fields 

(STRF) and filters of Mi1. Rescued flies in green, n= 11(97), control flies in blue, n=9(94). (C) Single region of 

interest (ROI) example traces of Mi1 responses to 100% Michaelson contrast moving sinusoidal at 5 different 

luminances for rescued flies (green) and controls (blue). (D) Quantification of 1hz response oscillations and 

baseline across conditions and genotypes. Rescued flies in green, n= 10(72), control flies in blue, n=10(68). (E) 

Single ROI example traces of Mi1 responses to a moving sinusoidal at 7 different noise levels for rescued flies 

(green) and controls (blue). (F) Quantification of 1hz response oscillations and baseline across conditions and 

genotypes. Rescued flies in green, n= 13(105), control flies in blue, n=12(67). (G) Single ROI example traces of 

Mi1 responses to 11 different luminance steps for rescued flies (green) and controls (blue). (H) Quantification 

of response amplitude of plateau responses across mean luminance. Rescued flies in green, n= 8(105), control 

flies in blue, n=6(52). Sample size indicates #of flies (#of cells). n.s. = p>0.05, two-tailed Student’s t tests 

between rescued flies and controls. 

 

 

4.3 Discussion 

 

Our work uncovers Mi1 as a critical neuron in the ON pathway, being required for ON 

behavioral responses across contrasts and luminances. This aligns with a prediction using 

graph theory analysis. Direct, and parallel lamina input pathways downstream of L1 and L3 

are not required for ON responses in Mi1. Further connectome analysis and neuronal 

labeling proposes L2 as an indirect input pathway engaging L5, T1 and/or Lawf2 

interneurons. Finally, although direct glutamatergic inputs are not required, these inputs are 

sufficient for Mi1 ON responses properties under different scenarios. Altogether, we provide 

evidence that parallel connectivity is in place to implement ON responses and suggest that 

the ON-pathway circuit is degenerate. 

 

Prediction of function by connectivity 

Our connectome analysis predicted Mi1 as the most critical neuron in the ON-pathway 

microcircuitry, followed by other neurons, for example, L5 or Tm3. This prediction was then 

functionally confirmed by our behavioral experiments. Along the same lines, previous 

research also showed that silencing Mi1 has a greater impact in ON behavior than silencing 

Tm3 (Strother et al., 2017). Thus, the actual impact on visually guided behaviors in 

Drosophila correlates with graph theory measures, in the connectome of the visual circuitry. 

In this study, we have used as a main predictor of function the number of synaptic contacts 

between neurons. We ran some graph theory analyses of centrality that were relevant to 

capture a broad impact in the network by each neuron. Thus, we made emphasis in global 
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connectivity, testing the information flow in a network, and identifying critical hub neurons 

acting as main circuits outputs. However, we still lack some detail in how to predict function 

of specific parallel input pathways converging in the hub neuron. There are other types of 

analysis that could give an more detail description in that sense and which are also being 

used to identify the relationships between structure and function. For example, symmetric 

group factorization has been recently used in Caenorhabditis elegans neuronal network to 

assign broad functional categories to sectors of neuron and to predict the function of finer 

structures inside these sectors (Morone and Makse, 2019).  Other graph theory analysis 

can be used to reveal other details of network components, such as using node polarity to 

identify main “senders” and “receivers”, or edge betweenness to measure the importance 

of each connection, among others (Shih et al., 2015). Finally, attempts to reconcile the idea 

of “orders” (e.g., first-, second-, or third-order interneurons) into groups that are closer to 

the actual impact of synaptic strengths in the circuits also exist. For example, a probabilistic 

graph transversal model can be used to step through all neuronal connections and group 

neurons into different layers (Schlegel et al., 2021). We think that these new methods will 

help to bring connectomes analysis closer to physiological experiments and test if indeed 

function can be fully predicted by the underlying anatomy.  

 

The implementation of ON selectivity in the ON pathway is not L1-dependent 

Previous work in the field had assumed that L1 was the main lamina input to the ON-

pathway (Borst et al., 2020; Clark and Demb, 2016; Yang and Clandinin, 2018) and, since 

L1 is the only glutamatergic lamina neuron (Davis et al., 2020; Takemura et al., 2011), that 

glutamatergic pathways implementing the signal inversion in the ON pathway where all 

downstream of L1 (Molina-Obando et al., 2019). However, in the second study we showed 

that L1 is not alone required for ON behavior across luminance and that L2 and L3 further 

contribute to ON behavior (Ketkar et al., 2021). Moreover, here we show that L1 is not 

required for ON responses in Mi1 (Figure 3). Altogether, this suggest that there is a wider 

implementation of the signal inversion in the ON pathway by glutamatergic synapses 

downstream of L2 and/or L3. Connectomics data support this idea. For example, indirect 

pathways to Mi1 include Mi9, a glutamatergic neuron depolarizing to OFF. Thus, an 

inhibitory input from Mi9 could also implement the signal inversion in the ON pathway, in 

addition to the direct glutamatergic Mi-input L1. Moreover, glutamatergic widefield neurons, 

which project to layers where L2, L3 and Mi1 neural projections locate, might provide direct 

glutamatergic inhibition to Mi1 (Davis et al., 2020; Nern et al., 2015). Similarly, in the 

vertebrate retina, GABAergic and glycinergic inhibitory neurons connect neurons that 

depolarize to OFF (OFF-BCs) to ON responding BCs. We suggest that the signal inversion 
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in the ON pathway relies on multiple OFF depolarizing neurons and that this might be a 

common architecture in the vertebrate retina too.  

 

Multiple pathways between two neurons  

L1 and L3 were neither individually nor together required for ON responses in Mi1. L2 is the 

remaining first-order interneuron that can pass information from photoreceptors to the 

downstream circuitry in the medulla. Since L2 is not a direct synaptic partner of Mi1, we 

looked at all indirect connection pathways (Figure 3) that might have a functional impact in 

Mi1 and found candidate interneurons L5, T1 and Lawf2. A functional characterization of 

these neurons does not exist but RNA seq data (Davis et al., 2020) suggests that Lawf2, 

L5 and T1 are GABAergic, whereas Lawf2 and L5 cholinergic. If the cholinergic L2 excites 

these neurons during OFF, an inhibitory GABAergic connection might be able to implement 

a signal inversion for an ON response. In fact, GABAergic inhibition has been shown to 

playing a role in establishing ON selectivity (Molina-Obando et al., 2019) but the GABAergic 

neurons behind have not been uncovered. The described neuronal paths between L2 and 

Mi1 remind to a recurrent circuit motif referred as to feedforward loop (FFL).  

 

This deserves a bit of attention since network motifs, defined as recurrent and statistically 

significant subgraphs or patterns in that larger graph, the circuit (Masoudi-Nejad et al., 2012; 

Milo et al., 2004), are directly linked to function. In FFL motifs, two inputs, one regulating 

the other, joint together to regulate a third one. Depending on the type of interactions 

between pairs (e.g., excitation vs inhibition or ON vs OFF), the FFL motif can have eight 

possible combinations. Four of those combinations act coherently and can implement sign-

sensitive delays. The other four, acting incoherently, can speed up the response time of the 

target following stimulus steps in one direction (e.g., OFF to ON) but not in the other 

direction (e.g., ON to OFF) (Mangan and Alon, 2003). In our network downstream of L2, the 

two main inputs -T1 and L5-, one regulating the other, jointly regulate Mi1. It is not possible 

though to make a prediction of which type of FFL (coherent or incoherent) they might 

implement since future experiments need to confirm T1 and L5 response polarity as well as 

the excitatory or inhibitory relationship between them and with Mi1. The detection of this 

specific network motif in one parallel input pathway motivates to employ advance analysis 

(Masoudi-Nejad et al., 2012) to uncover other type of motifs in all parallel input pathways. 

These analyses can complement graph theory analysis mentioned above, offering more 

power to test if function indeed emerges from anatomy. 
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Inputs can be sufficient but not required 

A previous study showed that direct glutamatergic inputs through GluCls where not required 

for ON responses in Mi1 (Molina-Obando et al., 2019). Here we show that the same inputs 

are sufficient to rescue the temporal and spatial properties of Mi1 as well as its ON 

responses under various challenging conditions. It was striking that our reduced system 

kept a robust implementation of ON selectivity. In Drosophila behavior, similar functionality 

has been observed: the L1 and the L3 pathways although not being required, are sufficient 

to guide behavioral responses to ON (Ketkar et al., 2021). Importantly, for both cases, these 

parallel input pathways engage different neurons and neurotransmitter systems. Thus, they 

cannot be considered redundant. Instead, they are non-identical components performing 

the same function. This is referred to as degeneracy (Edelman and Gally, 2001; Tononi et 

al., 1999). In a degenerate circuit, distinct components support the stability of a single output 

and individual components contribute to the stability of multiple distinct outputs. Reinforcing 

the existence of degeneracy, in other neuronal systems it has been observed that several 

neurons often contribute to similar computations (Beverly et al., 2011; Koo et al., 2011; 

Trojanowski et al., 2014),  and  that neurons can also contribute to multiple computations 

within one or more circuits (Li et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2018). In these one-to-multiple and 

multiple-to-one relationships, inputs that are not required but sufficient provide stability and 

lead to robust neuronal responses. 

 

 

4.4 Methods 

 

Fly husbandry 

All flies were raised at 25 ºC and 65 % humidity on standard molasses-based fly food while 

being subjected to a 12:12h light-dark cycle. Two-photon experiments were conducted at 

room temperature (20 ºC) and behavioral experiments at 34 ºC. Female flies 2-4 days after 

eclosion were used for all experimental purposes. Mi1 and L5 driver lines used for 

expression of UAS-shi[ts] and UAS-GluClaWT constructs were a Gal4 split lines (Strother et 

al., 2017; Tuthill et al., 2013), and lamina neuron driver lines used for genetic silencing were 

L30595-Gal4 (Silies et al., 2013) and L1C202a-Gal4 (Rister et al., 2007). UAS-shi[ts], was from 

BDSC (#27380) and UAS-GluClaWT was developed in this study. We use GluCla disrupted 

(D) line (Molina-Obando et al., 2019) in trans to GluCla.MiMIC14426 null allele from BDSC 

(#59515) For imaging experiments, GCaMP6f (BDSC #42747) was expressed using Mi1-

LexA line (Pfeiffer et al., 2010). For trans-Tango experiments, we used L30595-Gal4 (Silies 
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et al., 2013), L221Dhh-Gal4 and L1C202a-Gal4 (Rister et al., 2007), and trans-Tango line was 

from BDSC (#77124). Detailed genotypes are given in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1.: Genotypes used in this study. 

Name Genotype Figure 

Behavior 

 

 

Mi1 silencing w+; R19F01-p65ADZpattP40 / +; R71D01- ZpGdbdattP2 / 

UAS- shits 

Fig 2 

Mi1-Gal4 control w+; R19F01-p65ADZpattP40 / +; R71D01- ZpGdbdattP2 / + Fig 2 

 

L5 silencing w+; R64B07-p65ADZpattP40 / +; R37E10- ZpGdbdattP2 / 

UAS- shits 

Fig 2 

L5-Gal4 control w+; R64B07-p65ADZpattP40 / +; R37E10- ZpGdbdattP2 / 

+ 

Fig 2 

 

UAS-shibirets control w+; + / +; UAS-shits / + 

 

Fig 2 

2-photon calcium imaging  

L3 silencing  w+; R19F01-LexAattP40, lexAop2-IVSGCaMP6fp10 

su(Hw)attP5 / +; L30595-Gal4 /UAS- shits  

 

Fig 3 

L1 silencing  w+; L1c202a-Gal4 / R19F01-LexAattP40, lexAop2-

IVSGCaMP6fp10 su(Hw)attP5 ; + /UAS- shits  

 

Fig 3 

UAS-shibirets control w +; R19F01-LexAattP40, lexAop2-IVSGCaMP6fp10 

su(Hw)attP5 /+ ; UAS-shits / + 

 

Fig 3 

L1, L3 silencing w+; L1c202a-Gal4 / R19F01-LexAattP40, lexAop2-

IVSGCaMP6fp10 su(Hw)attP5; L30595-Gal4 /UAS- shits  

 

Fig 3 

Mi1 GluCla rescue w+; R19F01-LexAattP40, lexAop2-IVSGCaMP6fp10 

su(Hw)attP5 / R19F01-p65ADZpattP40; 

GluClαFlpStop.D,UAS-GluClαWT/ R71D01- ZpGdbdattP2, 

Mi{PTGFSTF.1}GluClαMi14426 

Fig 5 

Mi1 control w+; R19F01-LexAattP40, lexAop2-IVSGCaMP6fp10 

su(Hw)attP5 / R19F01-p65ADZpattP40; 

GluClαFlpStop.D,UAS-GluClαWT/ R71D01- ZpGdbdattP2 

Fig 5 
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Confocal imaging 

L2 trans-Tango y[1] w[*] P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC]=UAS-myrGFP.QUAS-

mtdTomato-3xHA}su(Hw)attP8; P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC]=trans-

Tango}attP40/ +; L221Dhh-Gal4 /+  

 

Fig 4 

 

Generation of transgenic lines 

The transgenic line carrying the UAS-GluClαWT cassette for gene overexpression was 

generated according to standard procedures.  In brief, embryos carrying the attP1 construct 

on the third choromosome (3R, 87B13, BL34760) were injected with the UAS-GluClαWT 

cassette and PhiC31 integrase. Embryos were dechorionated in 50% bleach (DanKlorix) 

for 3 min, followed by washing in a buffer (100 mM NaCl, 0.02% Triton X-100) for 3 min. 

Injections were done on a Nikon AZ100 microscope using a FemtoJet 4i (Eppendorf AG, 

Hamburg, Germany). The injection mix (20 µl) consisted of 10 µg of the UAS-GluClαWT 

cassette, 6 µg of helper DNA (pBS130 containing the PhiC31 integrase) and 4 µl of 5x 

injection buffer (25 mM KCl, 0.5 mM NaH2PO4, pH 6.8, 1% phenol red [Sigma Aldrich]). 

Injection needles were pulled from quartz glass microcapillaries (10 cm length, 1.0mm 

outside diameter, 0.5mm inside diameter, Sutter Instruments, USA) using a P-2000 

micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments, USA). Needles were sharpened using a capillary 

grinder (Bachofer, Germany). After injection, embryos were covered with 10S Voltalef oil 

and incubated at 18°C until larval hatching. Successful recombinase-mediated cassette 

insertion was scored by red eye color and verified by single fly PCR, testing for the present 

of the loss of the UAS-GluClαWT cassette. 

 

Connectome analysis 

Connectome analysis was done with a custom-written code in Python 3.7 (Rossum and 

Drake, 2010), employing the graph analysis package Networkx (Hagberg et al., 2008). 

Briefly, a published connectome of seven medulla columns (Takemura et al., 2015, 2013) 

was used as data source to analyze the ON pathway circuit that implements ON direction 

selectivity. For that, lamina inputs L1-3, medulla intracolumnar neurons belonging or closely 

related to the ON pathway, and their common output neuron T4 were defined as nodes in 

a graph. All the corresponding synaptic counts between pairs were defined as edges in a 

graph, with higher numbers of synaptic counts representing smaller distances between 

nodes. Direct and indirect connection partners and synaptic counts were calculated for 

every node in the network. Moreover, three measured of centrality were perform per each 

graph. First, the node degree, one of the basic centrality measures, was used to calculate 

local connectivity. It is equal to the number of nodes neighbors, thus the more neighbors a 
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node has, the more it is central and highly connected. Second, eigenvector centrality was 

used to assess global connectivity. The eigenvector centrality takes into consideration the 

nodes degree but going a step further by also considering the degree of the neighbors. To 

avoid hub biases, the eingenvector centrality was Pageranked. This means that the number 

and quality of connections to a node was counted to determine a rough estimate of how 

important the node is. The underlying assumption is that more important nodes are likely to 

receive more connections from other nodes. And third, betweenness centrality was 

calculated as a measure for information flow. It measures the percentage of shortest paths 

where the node lies. Thus, a node with a high value for betweenness centrality will have 

more influence over the information passing between other nodes. This means that 

removing this node from the network will disrupt most of the connections between nodes. 

Finally, all possible paths between two nodes off interest (e.g., L2 and Mi1, Figure3) were 

extracted and ranked based on the assumption that the value of the collective synaptic 

weight in that path normalized by the length of the path will give an estimate of the strength 

or influence of the initial node (e.g., L2) through that path to the final node (e.g., Mi1). 

 

Behavioral experiments 

Behavioral experiments were performed as described in (Ketkar et al., 2020). In short, 

experiments were done at 34 ºC, a temperature for shibirets activation (Kitamoto, 2001). 

Female flies were anesthetized on ice and then glued at their thorax to the tip of a needle 

using UV-hardened Norland optical adhesive. A 3D micromanipulator positioned the fly 

above an air-cushioned polyurethane ball (Kugel-Winnie, Bamberg, Germany), 6 mm in 

diameter, and located at the center of a cylindrical LED arena that spanned 192º in azimuth 

and 80º in elevation (Reiser and Dickinson, 2008). The LED panels arena (IO Rodeo, CA, 

USA) consisted of 570 nm LEDs and was enclosed in a dark chamber. The pixel resolution 

was ~2º at the fly elevation. Rotation of the ball was sampled at 120 Hz with two wireless 

optical sensors (Logitech Anywhere MX 1, Lausanne, Switzerland), positioned toward the 

center of the ball and at 90º to each other (setup described in (Seelig et al., 2010). Custom 

written C#-code was used to acquire ball movement data. MATLAB (Mathworks, MA, USA) 

was used to coordinate stimulus presentation and data acquisition. Data for each stimulus 

sequence were acquired for 15-20 minutes, depending on the number of distinct epochs in 

the sequence (see ‘visual stimulation’ for details). 

  

Visual stimulation for behavior 

The stimulation panels consist of green LEDs that can show 16 different, linearly spaced 

intensity levels. To measure the presented luminance, candela/m2 values were first 

measured from the position of the fly using a LS-100 luminance meter (Konika Minolta, NJ, 
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USA). Then, these values were transformed to photons incidence per photoreceptor per 

second, following the procedure described by (Dubs et al., 1981). The highest native LED 

luminance was approximately 11.77 * 105 photons * s-1 * photoreceptor-1 (corresponding to 

a measured luminance of 51.34 cd/m2), and the luminance meter read 0 candela/ m2 when 

all LEDs were off. For all experiments, a 0.9 neutral density filter foil (Lee filters) was placed 

in front of the panels, such that the highest LED level corresponded to 14.71 *104 photons*s-

1*receptor-1. 

Fly behavior was measured in an open-loop paradigm where either ON or OFF edges were 

presented. For every set of ON or OFF edges, each epoch was presented for around 60 to 

80 trials. Each trial consisted of an initial static pattern (i.e., the first frame of the upcoming 

pattern) shown for 500 ms followed by 750 ms of edge motion. Inter-trial intervals were 1s. 

All edges from a set were randomly interleaved and presented in a mirror-symmetric fashion 

(moving to the right, or to the left) to account for potential biases in individual flies or 

introduced when positioning on the ball. 

The ON edge stimuli comprised four edges, each covering 48º arena space. All ON edges 

moved with the angular speed of 160º/s. Thus, within a 750 ms stimulus epoch, the edge 

motion repeated thrice: After each repetition, the now bright arena was reset to the pre-

motion lower LED level, and the next repetition followed immediately, picking up from the 

positions where the edges terminated in the first repetition. This way, each edge virtually 

moved continuously. The following sets of ON edges were presented: 

1. 100% contrast edges: Here, the edges were made of 5 different luminance values (e.g., 

five unique epochs), moving on a complete dark background. Thus, the pre-motion LED 

level was zero, and the edges assumed the intensities 7%, 14%, 27%, 53% or 100% of 

the highest LED intensity (corresponding to the luminances: 0.98, 1.96, 3.92, 7.84 or 

14.71 *104 photons*s-1*receptor-1 luminance). Thus, every epoch comprised 100% 

Michelson contrast. The inter-trial interval consisted of a dark screen. 

2. Mixed-contrast edges – full range: The set comprised of seven distinct epochs, each 

with a different Michelson contrast value (11%, 25%, 33%, 43%, 67%, 82% and 100%). 

Here, the edge luminance was maintained constant at 67% of the highest LED intensity, 

across epochs, and the background luminance varied. The inter-trial interval showed a 

uniformly lit screen with luminance equivalent to the edge luminance. 

 

 

Behavioral data analysis 

Connectome analysis was used with custom-written code in Python 3.7 (Rossum and 

Drake, 2010). Fly turning behavior was defined as yaw velocities that were derived as 

described in (Seelig et al., 2010), leading to a positive turn when flies turned in the direction 
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of the stimulation and to a negative turn in the opposite case. Turning elicited by the same 

epoch moving either to the right or to the left were aggregated to compute the mean 

response of the fly to that epoch. Turning responses are presented as angular velocities 

(rad/s) averaged across flies ± SEM. Peak velocities were calculated over the stimulus 

motion period (750ms), shifted by 100 ms to account for a response delay, and relative to 

a baseline defined as the last 200 ms of the preceding inter-stimulus intervals.  

Mean turning of flies from control and experimental genotypes were normal distributed as 

tested using a Shapiro-Wilk test (p > 0.05). Two-tailed Student’s t tests and Bonferroni-Holm 

correction were performed between genotypes. Data points were considered significantly 

different only when the experimental group significantly differed from both genetic controls. 

Flies with a baseline forward walking speed of less than 3 mm/s were discarded from the 

analysis. This resulted in rejection of approximately 20% of all flies. 

 

 

Two-photon imaging 

Female flies were anesthetized on ice before placing them onto a sheet of stainless-steel 

foil bearing a hole that fit the thorax and head of the flies. Flies they were head fixated using 

UV-sensitive glue (Bondic). The head of the fly was tilted downward, looking toward the 

stimulation screen and their back of the head was exposed to the microscope objective. To 

optically access the optic lobe, a small window was cut in the cuticle on the back of the head 

using sharp forceps. During imaging, the brain was perfused with a carboxygenated saline-

sugar imaging solution composed of 103 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 5 mM TES, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 

4 mM MgCl2, 1.5 mM CaCl2,10 mM trehalose, 10 mM glucose, 7 mM sucrose, and 26 mM 

NaHCO3. Dissections were done in the same solution, but lacking calcium and sugars. The 

pH of the saline equilibrated near 7.3 when bubbled with 95% O2 / 5% CO2. The two-photon 

experiments for Figure 3 were performed using a Bruker Investigator microscope (Bruker, 

Madison,WI, USA), equipped with a 25x/NA1.1 objective (Nikon, Minato, Japan). An 

excitation laser (Spectraphysics Insight DS+) tuned to 920 nm was used to excite GCaMP6f, 

applying 5-15 mW of power at the sample. For experiments in Figure 5, a Bruker Ultima 

microscope, equipped with a 20x/NA1.0 objective (Leica, Jerusalem, Israel) was used. Here 

the excitation laser (YLMO-930 Menlo Systems, Martinsried, Germany) had a fixed 930 nm 

wavelength, and a power of 5-15 mW was applied at the sample. 

In both setups, emitted light was sent through a SP680 shortpass filter, a 560 lpxr dichroic 

filter and a 525/70 emission filter. Data was acquired at a frame rate of ~10 to 15Hz and 

around 6–8x optical zoom, using PrairieView software. 

 

Visual stimulation for imaging 
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For the periodic full-filed flashes, the visual stimuli were generated by custom-written 

software using C++ and OpenGL and projected onto an 8cm x 8cm rear projection screen 

placed anterior to the fly and covering 60º of the fly visual system in azimuth and 60º in 

elevation. These experiments were performed with the Bruker Investigator microscope. 

For all the rest, the stimuli were generated by custom-written software using the Python 

package PsychoPy (Peirce, 2008), and then projected onto a 9cm x 9cm rear projection 

screen placed anterior to the fly at a 45º angle and covering 80º of the fly visual system in 

azimuth and 80º in elevation. These experiments were performed with the Bruker Ultima 

microscope. 

Both stimuli were projected using a LightCrafter (Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA), 

updating stimuli at a frame rate of 100 Hz. Before reaching the fly eye, stimuli were filtered 

by a 482/18 band pass filter and a ND1.0 neutral density filter (Thorlabs). The luminance 

values are measured using the same procedure described above for the behavioral 

experiments. The maximum luminance value measured at the fly position was 2.17*105 

photons s-1 photoreceptor-1 for periodic full-filed flashes, and 2.4*105 photons s-1 

photoreceptor-1 for the rest. The imaging and the visual stimulus presentation were 

synchronized as described previously (Freifeld et al., 2013). 

  

Periodic full-field flashes 

The stimulus consisted of periodic, alternating full contrast ON and OFF flashes covering 

the whole screen, each lasting 5 s, were presented to the flies. Each stimulus epoch was 

presented for ~7 trials. 

  

Flashes of different luminances 

The stimulus consisted of 10s full-field flashes of 11 different luminances (0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 

0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1∗ of the maximal luminance Imax). The order between the 

flashes was pseudo-randomized and the stimulus sequence was presented for ~440s. 

 

Ternary white noise 

Each frame consisted of 16 bars of 5° x 80° size tilted along elevation and spanning the 

whole screen of 80° x 80°.  Each bar changed its contrast from frame to frame with equal 

probability of having either minimal, maximal, or intermediate contrast independent of all 

other bars. Frames were updated every 50 milliseconds. The duration of one epoch was 

500s with 2s of grey interleave. Per fly the stimulus epoch was repeated twice.   

 

Moving 1hz sinusoidal at different luminances 
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A 100% Michaelson contrast sinusoidal wave, with spatial wavelength of 30°, moved at 30° 

per second for 4 seconds. A complete dark screen was set as interstimulus interval for 4 

seconds. Each epoch changed in mean luminance with 5 different value (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 

and 0.5 of the maximal luminance Imax), and the presentation order was randomized. 

 

Moving 1hz sinusoidal at different noise levels 

A sinusoidal wave, expanding the whole range of screen luminance, was first created for 

every epoch. Thus, the wave initially had a 100% Michaelson contrast and intermediate 

mean luminance (0.5 of the maximal luminance Imax). Then, to change contrast, noise values 

coming from a normal distribution were randomly added to the sinusoidal wave in space 

and time, yielding to a decrease in contrast when noise was higher. Different noise levels 

where chosen based on seven different normal distributions with same mean at zero but 

distinct standards deviations (0.08, 0.17, 0.2, 0.247, 0.29, 0.35, 0.41, 0.5). All waves had 

30° of spatial wavelength and moved at 30° per second for 4 seconds. A complete dark 

screen was set as interstimulus interval for 4 seconds. 

  

Two photon data analysis 

Periodic full-field flashes 

 

Data processing was performed offline using MATLAB R2019a (The MathWorks Inc., 

Natick, MA). To correct for motion artifacts, individual images were aligned to a reference 

image composed of a maximum intensity projection of the first 30 frames. The average 

intensity for manually selected ROIs was computed for each imaging frame and background 

subtracted to generate a time trace of the response. All responses and visual stimuli were 

interpolated at 10 Hz and trial averaged. Neural responses are shown as relative 

fluorescence intensity changes over time (ΔF/F0). To calculate ΔF/F0, the mean of the 

whole trace was used as F0. In some recordings, a minority of ROIs responded in opposite 

polarity (positively correlated with stimulus), as described previously (Fisher et al., 2015). 

These ROIs have their receptive fields outside the stimulation screen (Fisher et al., 2015; 

Freifeld et al., 2013). To discard these and other noisy ROIs, we only used ROIs that were 

negatively correlated (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient) with the stimulus and a 

standard deviation threshold of 0.2 was set during the 2 s before the onset of visual 

stimulation. Step responses were calculated as the difference between the mean response 

500 ms before the onset of the stimulus and the peak ΔF/F0 during the stimulus epoch. 

Plateau responses were calculated as the difference between the mean response 500 ms 

before the onset of the stimulus and the mean of the last 500 ms of the stimulus epoch.  
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For the rest of the stimuli, data processing was performed offline using Python 3.7 (Van 

Rossum 1995). Motion correction was performed using the SIMA Python package’s Hidden 

Markov Model based motion correction algorithm (Kaifosh et al., 2014). The average 

intensity for manually selected ROIs was computed for each imaging frame and background 

subtracted to generate a time trace of the response. To calculate ΔF/F0, the mean of the 

whole trace was used as F0, and the traces were then trial averaged.  

 

 

Flashes of different luminances 

In the randomized flashes of different luminances, plateau responses were calculated as 

the mean of the last 2 seconds within each luminance presentation. Values of the highest 

luminance epoch were subtracted for each plateau response to get a comparable 

relationship between each neuron for visualization (this leads to 0 plateau response for MI1 

in the lowest luminance condition). 

 

Ternary white noise 

Space-time receptive fields (STRFs) were extracted from responses of single cell ROIs to 

the ternary white noise stimulus. The raw fluorescence (F) traces of single clusters were 

extrapolated to 20Hz matching the update rate of the ternary white noise stimulus. For 

ΔF/F0 calculation, F0 was defined as the baseline fluorescence, computed from averaging 

responses to gray interleaves. The extracted cell response was further centered around its 

mean and averaged across two stimulus repetitions. The stimulus was normalized to have 

values of -1, 0 and 1 for dark, grey and bright bars. 

STRFs were extracted by computing the response reverse correlation with the stimulation. 

For this a sliding average of two seconds length was propagated backwards in time and 

weighted by the response of the cell at the start of the window. Given the response of the 

cell at time point t (rt), the time window of the stimulus (τ), the amount of total time points 

(T) and the stimulus snippet s(t-τ) the STRF is computed as follows: 

𝑆𝑇𝑅𝐹 =   1/(𝑇 − 𝜏) ∑ rt ∗ 𝑠(𝑡 − 𝜏)

𝑇

(𝑡=𝜏)

 

 

For visualization of space and time filters, we plotted the time or space response axis which 

passes through the response maximum along the spatial dimension. 
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Statistics  

Throughout the analysis procedure, mean of quantified variables were calculated first for all 

ROIs within a fly, and then between flies. All statistical analysis was performed between 

flies. For normally distributed data sets, a two-tailed Student t test for unpaired 

(independent) samples was used. Normality was tested using a Shapiro-Wilk test (p > 0.05). 

One way ANOVA was used followed by multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni-Holm 

correction for determining statistical significance between pairs of groups.  

 

Immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy 

Female flies were dissected 3-14 days after eclosion. Brains were removed in dissection 

solution and fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered lysine (PBL) for 50 

minutes at room temperature. Subsequently, the brains were washed 3x for 5 min in 

phosphate buffered saline containing 0.3% Triton X-100 (PBT) adjusted to pH 7.2. For 

antibody staining, the samples were blocked in 10 % normal goat serum (NGS, Fisher 

Scientific GmbH, Schwerte, Germany) in PBT for 30 min at room temperature followed by 

incubation for 24 hours at 4ºC in the primary antibody solution (mouse mAb nc82,1:25, 

DSHB; chicken anti-GFP,1:2000, Abcam ab13970; rabbit anti-GABA, 1:200, Sigma-Aldrich, 

A2052). Primary antibodies (chicken anti-GFP polyclonal (1:20000), rabbit anti-dsRed 

(1:1000)) were removed by washing in PBT 3 times for 5 min and the brains were incubated 

in the secondary antibody (anti-chicken-Alexa488, anti-rabbit-Alexa594, all 1:200, Dianova) 

in the dark at 4˚C overnight. The samples were further washed with PBT (3 x 5 min) and 

mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame). Serial optical sections were 

taken on a Leica SP8 microscope (Leica Microsystems) equipped with an oil immersion 

Plan-Apochromat 40x (NA = 1.3) objective and using the LAS AF 3 (Leica Application Suite 

Advanced Fluorescence) software. Z-stack images were taken at 1 µm intervals and 512 x 

512-pixel resolution. Confocal stacks were rendered into two-dimensional images using Fiji 

(Schindelin et al., 2012). The images were then further processed using Illustrator CS5.1 

(Adobe). 
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5. General discussion 

 

Visual systems must extract relevant features of the environment during early visual 

processing. Early features, such as contrast, need to be processed correctly also when the 

world around dynamically changes. This thesis investigates the molecular and neuronal 

mechanisms in early visual processing to achieve a robust feature extraction. I focus on 

contrast detection as a relevant feature that builds the basis for other more complex 

computations, such as motion detection. Specifically, I focus on those parallel inputs that 

implement a robust ON contrast selectivity and luminance-invariant contrast responses. 

These inputs are coming mainly from first-order lamina (L) interneurons that pass the signal 

from retinal photoreceptors to the first ON or OFF responding neurons in the medulla.  

 

In the first study, I identified the mechanisms for the split in ON and OFF pathways in the 

Drosophila visual system. I showed that in circuitry downstream of the glutamatergic L1, 

broad expression of glutamate-gated chloride channels (GluCls) is required for the signal 

inversion in the ON pathway. ON pathway neurons are resilient to a cell-type-specific loss 

of GluCls, demonstrating that ON responses are computed in a distributed manner. In this 

multisynaptic computation, both GluCls as well as GABA-gated chloride channels are 

involved. In the second study, my colleagues and I showed how lamina neurons distribute 

luminance and contrast signals to downstream ON and OFF pathways to implement 

luminance-invariant contrast responses in behavior. First, we showed that, in Drosophila, 

ON contrast behavior is luminance-invariant as previously described for OFF. Both L1 and 

L3 carry luminance information, although L1 activity shows a linear relationship with 

luminance, whereas L3 activity non-linearly increases, being higher at low luminance levels. 

Both L1 and L2 carry relevant contrast information to both pathways. Although the neuronal 

implementation of luminance-invariant responses differs between the ON and OFF 

pathways, we showed that L1-3 neurons are not pathways specific as previously described 

but instead distribute contrast and luminance signals to both ON and OFF pathways to 

enable a stable behavior. In the third study, I showed that parallel inputs implement robust 

responses in the central ON pathway neuron Mi1. First, I predict and confirm the behavioral 

relevance of Mi1 as hub neuron in the ON pathway. Direct and parallel L1 and L3 inputs are 

not individually or together required for ON responses. Indirect inputs from L2 exists and 

might further implement responses in Mi1. Lastly, direct glutamatergic inputs that are not 

required (Molina-Obando et al., 2019) (first study), are sufficient to implement ON 

responses under different challenging conditions. In sum, we found that parallel connectivity 
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is in place in the early visual processing of contrast to implement robust neuronal responses 

and stable animal behavior. 

 

Thus, either to implement contrast selectivity to light increments (ON) at the neuronal level 

or to guide stable contrast responses at the behavioral level, parallel input pathways are in 

place. The idea of having parallel input pathways that can individually implement function 

(are sufficient) and at the same time are not required for the function, provides a functional 

principle for the parallel brain architecture. Considering that brains across animals share 

this parallel arrangement of inputs in their neuronal circuits, and that they phase similar 

challenges when environmental conditions suddenly change, the above-mentioned 

functional principle can be a common strategy present in many other sensory systems too. 

 

In the coming sections, I will discuss how these findings relate to the current understanding 

of visual processing, emphasizing the similarities and differences between invertebrates 

and vertebrates that lead to a remarkably similar feature extraction and robustness. First, I 

discuss the biological implementation of contrast across vertebrate and invertebrates, 

emphasizing in which point the first study shows similarities and differences across species. 

This part specially emphasizes the distributed implementation of feature extraction. Second, 

I discuss a novel role for the lamina neuropile, in which lamina interneurons encode both 

contrast and luminance in specific ways and are not cleanly segregated into ON versus 

OFF inputs, as previously thought. Finally, I discuss which can be a brain architecture 

behind robust and flexible responses or behaviors. I explore if the anatomical architecture 

of a wiring diagram suffices for an accurate functional prediction. I look at different circuit 

motifs that could be part of the architecture, as well as degeneracy as a theoretical 

framework to comprehend both the anatomical and the physiological evidence that the third 

study exposes.  

 

 

5.1  Contrast detection across species 

5.1.1 The biological implementation of ON-contrast responses 

The solution to implement the split in ON and OFF pathways is similar between the 

vertebrate retina and the fly optic lobe. In both systems, a glutamatergic system triggers the 

signal inversion (Masu et al., 1995; Molina-Obando et al., 2019). Briefly, the glutamate 

release from the input neuron linearly increases with contrast, being higher for light offsets. 

On the postsynaptic neurons, glutamate inhibitory receptors are expressed and 

hyperpolarize the neurons. Since flies (invertebrates) and vertebrates are far apart in 
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evolution, the glutamatergic neurotransmitter system behind the inversion, either comes 

from an early common ancestor or is an outcome of converging evolution. How the signal 

inversion happens in other visual systems has not been described, but another invertebrate 

the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, also utilizes glutamate in the ON pathway for the 

signal inversion, in this case in the olfactory system (Chalasani et al., 2007). Thus, the 

solution to implement a split for opposite pathways could be an even wider strategy used 

by different sensory systems in other animals as well. However, the mechanism between 

vertebrates and invertebrates differs in an important aspect: inhibitory glutamatergic 

receptors in invertebrates are ionotropic whereas in vertebrates are metabotropic. This 

distinction has mainly two functional implications: 1) the faster signaling of ionotropic 

receptors gives an advantage in the temporal coding of contrast, and 2) the secondary 

chemical cascades of metabotropic receptors give an advantage in signal amplification. 

 

The first functional implication aligns with the fact that insect (invertebrate) vision is faster 

than, for example, that observed in humans (vertebrates). The flicker fusion frequency 

(FFF), which is the frequency at which ON-OFF light cycles cannot be longer detected as 

such, is higher in insects. Many mechanisms can contribute to a faster vision in insects. For 

example, in phototransduction, metarhodopsins can be reconverted back to light-sensitive 

rhodopsins faster in flies with higher wavelengths (red), whereas in vertebrates it requires 

a longer chemical process relying on enzymatic cascades. Similarly, differences and 

mechanisms underlying distinct temporal capabilities of sensory systems have also been 

observed in vertebrates vs invertebrates chemosensation (Kaupp, 2010; Silbering and 

Benton, 2010). Whereas ionotropic receptors are faster, it has been suggested that 

metabotropic receptors implement the signal amplification observed in bipolar cells (BCs) 

with respect to the photoreceptor signal (Shiells, 1994; Werblin and Dowling, 1969). 

However, the specific amplification role of metabotropic receptors in the ON pathway cannot 

been tested since the loss of these glutamate receptors abolishes ON responses in the first 

place (Masu et al., 1995). In the fly optic lobe, the signal from photoreceptors is also 

amplified in lamina neurons (Laughlin et al., 1987), although the biological mechanism has 

not been described, it does not involve metabotropic receptors, because lamina neurons 

responses are driven by histamine ionotropic receptors (Gengs et al., 2002). Amplification 

mechanisms in the fly rely on other mechanisms than in the expression of metabotropic 

neurotransmitter receptors. 

 

Another striking difference between the vertebrate retina and the fly optic lobe is the 

described neuronal implementation of ON contrast detection. In the literature, it is described 

that the signal inversion in the vertebrate retina is implemented in the photoreceptor to ON-
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BC synapse. In contrast, my work revealed that in flies, the implementation of ON selective 

responses is distributed and multisynaptic. Let’s look carefully at the data that support the 

monosynaptic computation in vertebrates: 1) the experiments in mice have been done in 

non-conditional knock out animals in which genes coding for metabotropic glutamate 

receptors (mGluR6) (Masu et al., 1995) or other important genes in the signal transduction 

(Koike et al., 2010; Morgans et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2009) have been removed from all 

cells.  And 2) although the expression of mGluR6 is specific to the OPL where ON-BCs 

project their dendrites (Masu et al., 1995) and photoreceptor are the main input of BCs, ON-

BCs receive many more inputs that might covey signals relevant for an ON responses. For 

example, there are distinct types of BCs, both ON and OFF, that are highly interconnected 

through inhibitory interneurons. Crossover inhibition from the OFF pathway has the potential 

to introduce a signal inversion similarly as the OFF-responding photoreceptors do. In 

Drosophila, a ubiquitous loss of GluCla function also leads to a full loss of function, and 

expression data also supported the idea of a simple mechanisms mediating the signal 

inversion in the ON pathway. However, thanks to advance cell-type specific manipulations, 

we were able to uncover that ON selectivity is indeed a multisynaptic computation. Although 

we do not have direct knowledge of all different input pathways for a distributed signal 

inversion, we show that in involves two types of inhibitions: glutamatergic and GABAergic. 

This directly correlates with the existence of glutamatergic and GABAergic interneurons that 

expand horizontally, connecting to members of both the ON and the OFF pathways. Thus, 

crossover inhibitory signal might be also in place for a signal inversion in the ON-pathway. 

Together, our work on flies should motivate work in vertebrates to revisit the hypothesis that 

the emergency of ON selectivity might also be more distributed in the mouse retina. 

 

5.1.2 Contrast extraction is implemented in a distributed manner 

Contrast-selective neurons in both the vertebrate retina and the fly optic lobe have a lot of 

variability in their responses. In the vertebrate retina, although there are 14 anatomically 

defined BCs (Euler et al., 2014), a functional characterization uncovers many more 

subtypes (Franke et al., 2017). These subtypes have different temporal dynamics and 

rectification properties. Interestingly, what increases the functional variability -or diversity- 

are the lateral connections across pathways utilizing amacrine cells (ACs) as interneurons 

(Franke et al., 2017). This is an interesting property emerging from a highly interconnected 

circuitry. Having wider functional diversity across various neuronal subtypes that overlap 

their properties is interesting in two ways: 1) if one unit fails, there are others that can 

substitute its function, leading to robustness, and 2) if the environmental conditions 
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dynamically change, different functional units can together cover a wider range of signal 

detection, also leading to robust detection.  

 

The Drosophila ON and OFF pathways also have distinct anatomically defined neurons with 

clearly different temporal and spatial properties (Arenz et al., 2017; Behnia et al., 2014; 

Strother et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2016). For example, in the ON pathway, Tm3 responds 

transiently to contrast. Mi1, on the other hand, has a sustained plateau after the transient 

peak that correlates with background luminance, and Mi4 responses are fully sustained 

during ON stimulation (Arenz et al., 2017). Similarly, in the OFF pathway there have the 

more transient Tm1, Tm2 or Tm4 vs the more sustained Tm9 (Arenz et al., 2017; Fisher et 

al., 2015; Ramos-Traslosheros and Silies, 2021; Serbe et al., 2016). This functionally 

diversity might reflect both their distinct lamina inputs as well as their lateral connections 

uncovered in the medulla wiring diagram. In the third study, we tried to elucidate the 

functional relevance of these parallel connections in the context of ON contrast detection. 

Our work suggests that having parallel inputs that are sufficient but not required for circuit 

function might be a principle leading to robustness. The functional implications of other 

parallel inputs still need to be investigated to check if the “sufficiency vs redundancy” 

principle is a general trait of all parallel inputs.  

 

Implementing a feature in a distributed manner might be a strategy for other computations 

as well. For example, in motion detection in the ON pathway, the direction selective (DS) 

T4 receives parallel inputs. Direction selectivity emerges by comparing signals coming from 

neighboring photoreceptors over space and time (Ramos-Traslosheros et al., 2018). To 

fulfill most of the models that have been proposed to explain direction-selective responses, 

just two parallel inputs are sufficient. This is not what connectomics reveals. T4 receives 

inputs from at least Mi1, Tm3, Mi4, Mi9, C3 and CT1 (Meier and Borst, 2019; Takemura et 

al., 2013, 2017). Some of these inputs seem degenerate, for example Mi1, Mi9 and Tm3 

are all inputs that can depolarize T4 during ON. Mi1 and Tm3 achieve this through direct 

excitation, and Mi9 through release of inhibition. Also, Mi4, C3 and CT1 are all inhibitory 

inputs to T4 during ON. Why to have so many inputs if two would suffice? All these neurons 

have at least slightly different temporal and spatial response, and although they still appear 

to overlap in function when it comes to different speed tuning of motion signals, have the 

combined potential to capture signal that might differ in space and time, leading to a robust 

detection of different moving objects (Figure 4). 
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5.2 Distribution of luminance and contrast information by the fly lamina 

5.2.1 Lamina neurons are not members of ON and OFF contrast pathways 

In the second study of this thesis, we show that lamina neurons are not pathway specific 

inputs but rather distribute their signals to both ON and OFF pathways. This deviates from 

how these inputs have been so far described. Briefly, in the Drosophila visual system, the 

ON and OFF contrast selective pathways, and their neuronal members, have been 

described from a motion detection pathway perspective. Recordings at lobula plate 

tangential cells (LPTCs), the wide field direction-selective output neurons of the optic lobe, 

and behavioral studies have been used to assess the overall contribution of single neurons 

to either ON or OFF motion detection. Early studies silencing different lamina neurons 

assigned L1 and L2 to the ON- and the OFF-motion pathways, respectively (Clark et al., 

2011; Joesch et al., 2010). Nonetheless, it was observed that silencing more than one 

lamina neuron at the same time could enhance the phenotypes of individual silencing (Silies 

et al., 2013), arguing that there were interactions between pathways. This last study also 

described L3 as an OFF-pathway input.  In parallel to this evidence, the physiological 

characterization of these neurons showed that L1 and L2 were functional siblings, having 

linear responses to contrast changes, whereas L3 differed from those two responding more 

rectified to light decrements (Clark et al., 2011; Silies et al., 2013). Together, the common 

view in the field was that the ON pathway had a single lamina input (L1), whereas the OFF 

pathway had two different ones (L2-3). Then, looking at the neuronal connectivity in the 

medulla (Takemura et al., 2013), two important contributions were made. 1) Neurons 

receiving most synaptic inputs from L1 clustered together in a single ON pathway, and the 

same for neurons downstream of L2 in a single OFF pathway. 2) Although not much 

emphasized in this paper, these pathways are highly interconnected, and L1 and L2-3 

directly or indirectly contact neurons in both ON and OFF pathways. This anatomical 

evidence aligned with the mentioned pathway interaction (Silies et al., 2013). 

 

Our study challenges the view of L1 being the major input to the ON and L2 and L3 being 

major inputs to the OFF pathway in two ways. First, we uncovered that L1 and L2 are not 

functional siblings inputs to two distinct pathways. L1, besides carrying a transient 

component, also shows a sustained plateau response which carries information about 

luminance. L2 does not have a luminance-sensitive component, thus is considered here as 

a pure contrast-sensitive input. Second, the lamina neurons L1 and L3 are individually 

sufficient for both ON and OFF behaviors. We further showed that L1 and L2 are together 

required for ON behavior. Thus, the distinct lamina neurons distribute contrast- and 

luminances-sensitive signals inherited from photoreceptors to both the ON and OFF 

pathways. This study helps to understand the role of the lamina in the fly optic lobe as an 
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extra layer of computation, compared to the vertebrate retina. Importantly, it hints to new 

hypothesis about how a circuit can create functional variability. For example, different 

combinations of L neurons inputs to downstream medulla neurons can increase their 

functional diversity. Since L1 and L3 carry different types of luminance information, a 

combination of those in distinct proportions might confer neurons to respond better in 

contextual dim light or equally good across a wider range of luminances. In the same line, 

a combination of L1 and L2 signals might give neurons different contrast sensitivity, 

conferring the lamina an important role in diversifying the two more basic visual features 

(luminance and contrast) between the peripheral photoreceptors and ON and OFF contrast 

selective neurons (Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4: Distributed feature extraction. In the retina, photoreceptors send their signals to lamina first-order 

interneurons. In the lamina, neurons respond differently, diversifying luminance and contrast information. They 

distribute their signals to downstream neurons in the ON (blue) and OFF (green) pathways. (Left) In the medulla, 

second-order interneurons have different response dynamics and are cells in which contrast and luminance 

signals from the lamina first coincide. (Right) Sinusoidal gratings of 100% contrast, moving at different luminance 

backgound levels. Luminance-invariant contrast responses (blue and green traces) probably arise in ON and 

OFF pathway medulla neurons thanks to the scaling of contrast signals by luminance signals. Neuronal 

luminance-invariant responses will later guide luminance-invariant behavioral responses. In the lobula plate, 

direction selective (DS) cells receive multiple and parallel inputs from medulla neurons which implement motion 

detection. 
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5.2.2 Distinct implementation of luminance-invariant responses across pathways 
and systems 

Since the contrast level of an object inform about its environmental relevance, this must be 

properly extracted also in dynamically changing conditions. Invariant responses to contrast 

under sudden changes in illumination is a common feature of ON and OFF visual pathways. 

Luminance-invariant contrast responses are also present in human perception (Burkhardt 

et al., 1984) as well as in neuronal responses of the cat lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) 

(Mante et al., 2005). However, we only recently gained insights into the neuronal 

implementation of invariant ON and OFF contrast responses at very short time scales, faster 

than photoreceptor adaptation. In Drosophila, a luminance-sensitive neuron scales the 

contrast response to achieve luminance-invariant behavior to OFF contrast stimuli (Ketkar 

et al., 2020). Due to asymmetries between ON and OFF pathways across animals, including 

Drosophila (Behnia et al., 2014; Chichilnisky and Kalmar, 2002; Jin et al., 2011; Leonhardt 

et al., 2016; Ratliff et al., 2010), the same neuronal mechanism seemed unlikely for the ON 

pathway. In our second study, we show that for the ON pathway, luminance information is 

also the corrective signal for scaling the contrast response. However, the neuronal 

implementation of luminance-invariance in the two pathways is still not the same, as the 

OFF pathway is more sensitive to neuronal perturbations of the luminance-sensitive 

neurons L3 alone, whereas the ON pathways appears to rely on luminance information from 

both L1 and L3, at least in the tested luminance range.  In the vertebrate retina, there are 

many cell types with a sustained response component (Awatramani and Slaughter, 2000; 

Ichinose and Hellmer, 2016; Normann and Werblin, 1974; Oesch and Diamond, 2011). 

These neurons have the potential to carry the luminance information inherited from 

photoreceptors to the downstream circuitry. Since photoreceptor adaptation (gain control) 

in the vertebrate retina is also too slow to explain invariant contrast responses upon sudden 

illumination changes, and since cones and rods contrast response scales with luminance 

(Brown and Rudd, 1998), a similar mechanism as the one in Drosophila might be in place. 

In any case, besides human perception, it also remains to be explored if animal contrast 

behavior is indeed luminance-invariant among other species.  

 

 

5.3 Brain architecture for a robust function 

5.3.1 Prediction of function by connectivity 

The increasing amount of reconstructed wiring diagrams across animals and systems is a 

huge information source for understanding the brain. In the world of big data, we need to 

simplify information without losing important pieces when doing functional predictions. In 
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this thesis, I have used graph theory as a simplification strategy to convert a neuronal circuit 

to a graph. Using the number of connections as the relevant variable for measuring local 

and global connectivity as well as information flow led to the identification of crucial circuit 

nodes or hubs that correlated with their behavioral roles. This functional prediction is of 

course limited in that it ignores many other important variables. First, there is variability 

across individuals and a connectome only covers the anatomy of just one.  Second, brains 

are plastic and change over time during development and aging (Meinertzhagen, 2001).  

Third, the relationship between number of connections and functional relevance is not 

linear, as assumed. For example, a small number of inhibitory connections can counteract 

the action of many more excitatory inputs, especially if they are close to the inhibitory 

source. This is referred to as divisive -or shunting- inhibition (Paulus and Rothwell, 2016). 

Finally, many other factors influence the functionality of a circuit, such as the existence of 

GAP junctions, excluded so far from current wiring diagrams, the secretion of 

neuromodulators with a great impact in physiology (Arenz et al., 2017; Marder, 2012), the 

temporal expression of clock genes (Hardin, 2005) and the interaction with glial cells (Bittern 

et al., 2021).  

 

Some of these limitations are being addressed. First, although variability across individuals 

has not been studied in detailed, different connectomes from different individuals in the 

same brain regions have recently emerged (Scheffer et al., 2020; Takemura et al., 2015, 

2013; Zheng et al., 2018), tools from comparing different dataset exist (Bates et al., 2020) 

and scientist begin to compare the wiring diagram across individuals (Schlegel et al., 2021; 

Takemura et al., 2015). Second, the first efforts in obtaining a connectome across 

development reveal the extent of circuit remodeling in the Caenorhabditis elegans brain 

(Witvliet et al., 2021). And third, some strategies, like Connect-seq (Hanchate et al., 2020), 

are emerging to determine the molecular identities of individual neurons in defined circuits. 

Or attempts for the co-registration of anatomy and physiology in the same specimen have 

been taken, by now only available for small brains of juveniles (Ohyama et al., 2015), 

transparent ones (Hildebrand et al., 2017) or microcircuits (Briggman et al., 2011). Thus, to 

overcome current limitations, great efforts and collaborations will be needed, as well as 

technological improvements in data registration and analysis that would allow to model the 

temporal and individual variability of this huge data sets.  

 

5.3.2 Degeneracy in the brain: how to implement robustness  

Nervous systems are known to be robust in implanting feature extraction and ultimately in 

guiding behavior. In the third study we showed that parallel input pathways contribute to a 
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robust feature extraction. First, individual pathways are not required and therefore others 

can cover its functionality. This avoids an easy function disruption if one pathway fails. 

Second, ON responses can be sufficiently implemented across varying conditions by a 

reduced system which includes only direct glutamatergic inputs. Similarly, we observe that 

animals can perform the same complex task despite of external or internal changes in 

conditions. For example, tracking movement performance of monkeys while measuring 

directional tuning of motor neurons has shown that the animal`s behavior is stable despite 

of variable neuron response properties, suggesting that for a given behavior, different 

combinations of neuronal activity associated with different synaptic strengths are in place 

(Rokni et al., 2007). Studies of songbirds also suggest significantly neuronal variability 

behind acoustic patterns that remain stable during years (Lombardino and Nottebohm, 

2000). Thus, the activity of a neuronal population, rather than individual neuronal activity, 

turns out to be a better correlate of robust function. In those neuronal circuits, parallel 

connections are an anatomical trait that might explain how different neuronal representation 

arise in the same anatomical circuitry (Ding et al., 2016; Eschbach et al., 2021; Ohyama et 

al., 2015; Schlegel et al., 2021; Takemura et al., 2017). A theoretical framework has 

emerged to explain how a parallel circuit architecture might lead to robustness. Degeneracy, 

the ability of elements that are structurally different to independently perform the same 

function, could leads to robustness (Edelman and Gally, 2001; Tononi et al., 1999). If one 

considered that each parallel pathway can be define as structurally different element, 

degeneracy is in line with pathways being not required but sufficient, as found in our third 

study. Sufficiency ensures the independency for a robust function implementation, and not 

being required reflects that other element are there to implement the same or similar 

function in case any other pathway fails.  
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6. Conclusions and outlook 

 

The processing of any physical stimulus begins at the periphery of all brain sensory 

systems. Along visual features, simple features of the stimulus are extracted, which then 

are the basis for more complex ones. For example, our visual system first detects contrast 

to later detect motion. The saliency of different object around us depends on their contrast 

with respect to the background. To navigate, contrast, as an early feature, must be robustly 

extracted. From this thesis, investigating the mechanism for a robust extraction of contrast 

in early visual processing, I can conclude that: 

 

1. Contrast detection is a circuit phenomenon which happens in a distributed manner, 

involving different cell types and neurotransmitter systems. Distributed mechanisms 

might be in place for other computations as well, such as motion detection. 

2. Although the computation to become selective to ON contrast is similar across 

systems and animals, the molecular mechanisms between vertebrates and 

invertebrates are different.  

3. ON contrast behavior in Drosophila is luminance-invariant, as previously described 

for OFF behavior (Ketkar et al., 2020). 

4. The mechanism behind luminance-invariant contrast responses in both ON and OFF 

pathways involves the scaling of contrast responses by luminance-sensitive signals. 

5. In Drosophila, different lamina inputs have asymmetric functional roles in the ON 

and the OFF pathway. Thus, the neuronal mechanism for a luminance-based 

correction is asymmetric across pathways. 

6. The first-order lamina neurons are not ON and OFF pathway specific but rather 

distribute and diversify contrast and luminance signals inherited from 

photoreceptors across the downstream circuit in the medulla. 

7. Graph analysis of information flow successfully identifies neurons that are 

behaviorally relevant ON pathway hubs.  

8. Parallel input pathways in a distributed contrast extraction underlies robustness. 

They can be sufficient although there are not required.  

 

Altogether, these conclusions open the possibility to test if a parallel circuit architecture and 

distributed coding is a general strategy for functional robustness. Besides to further explore 

the function of remaining parallel input pathways in ON selectivity, we can generalize testing 

if a similar strategy exists for other features as well, for example, OFF selectivity, luminance-
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invariant contrast responses, or direction selectivity. In the next lines, I briefly mention how 

can we address this.  

 

For a robust implementation of ON selectivity, we conclude that individual parallel input 

pathways are sufficient but not necessarily required. These two conditions -necessity and 

sufficiency- need to be checked for distinct neuronal pathways involved in all features 

mentioned above. Necessity is simple to check since different genetic tools for neuronal 

silencing exist, for example employing cell-type specific expression of Shibirets, Kir2.1 or 

tetanus toxin (Silies et al., 2014). However, to test sufficiency it is not trivial and potentially 

only works in very specific cases since it relies on rescuing gene expression in mutants. For 

example, it works for rescue experiments in lamina neurons, which all receive histaminergic 

input from photoreceptors, and therefore utilize a rare neurotransmitter.  Mutant flies in 

which the histamine-gated chloride channel ort is lacking are blind. Rescuing ort expression 

in individual lamina neurons allows to test the specific contribution of each input pathway, 

as we did in the second study of this thesis. Thus, we can further test if L1-3 pathways are 

sufficient to implement distinct feature extraction (contrast selectivity, luminance-invariant 

contrast, direction selectivity) across ON and OFF pathway neurons. Rescue experiments 

also work in the ON pathway as used in the third study of this thesis. A GluClα mutant 

disrupts the activity in the ON but not in the OFF pathway. Thus, all pathways implementing 

ON responses are blocked in a GluClα mutant, and the overexpression of GluCls can 

rescue the function of individual input neurons.  We can test if the GluCl pathway is sufficient 

to rescue other ON-pathway neurons besides Mi1 and consequently test if the activity of 

rescued neurons can implement distinct features in other interconnected neurons. In sum, 

we can use available genetic tools and the well described visual features in Drosophila to 

address the fundamental question of how brains achieve functional robustness. 
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Appendix 

i. List of abbreviations 

 

ON:      contrast increments 

OFF:      contrast decrements 

ON pathway:    group of neurons detecting contrast increments  

OFF-pathway:    group of neurons detecting contrast decrements 

OPL:      outer plexiform layer  

IPL:     inner plexiform layer 

RGCs.     retina ganglion cells  

HCs:      horizontal cells  

ACs:      amacrine cells 

BCs:      bipolar cells 

ON-RBCs:     ON rod bipolar cells 

ON-CBCs:     ON cone bipolar cells 

OFF-CBCs:     OFF cone bipolar cells 

mGluR:     metabotropic glutamate receptors 

TRP channels:    transient receptor potential channels 

L:      lamina 

M:      medulla 

Lo:      lobula 

LP:      lobula plate 

GluCls:     glutamate-gated chloride channels 

nAChRs:     nicotinic acetylcholine receptors 

PLC:      phospholipase C 

Ort receptors:    ora transientless receptors 

HisCl1:     histamine chloride channel 1  

Rdl:      resistance to dieldrin 

STG:     somatogastric ganglion 

FFL:      feed-forward loop 

LGN:     lateral geniculate nucleus 
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